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ABSTRACT
S

> i

This thesis applies a'.rhetorical'lens to the work of
Eugene O'Neill,

specifically, those plays written between

the years 1939 and 1942—the height of his dramatic genius.
Employing the theoretical observations of Aristotle, the

moment of catharsis, that classical purgation of pity and

fear, is isolated as the dramatic goal cf O'Neill's
tragedies.

Furthermore, Aristotle's formulation of pathos,

the classical appeal to emotion, aids in framing O'Neill's
said pursuit of pity and fear as rhetorical.

Kenneth Burke's theory of identification hdlps reveai
O'Neill's unprecedented use of the "pipe dream" as the

essential instrument in his realization of catharsis. These

pipe dreams are revealed to be "communitarian in nature"
and require the involvement of the audience in addition to

the characters on stage. O'Neill's audiences, as a result,
both identify and sympathize with his characters due. to

these communal dreams. This uniquely human desire to be
absorbed and mislead by the dream is further fortified and

explained in Nietzsche's "On Truth and Lying in a Nonmoral
Sense."
An examination of the pipe dreams and eventual moments

of catharsis in The Iceman Cometh, Hughie, A Touch of the

iii

Poet and Long Day's Journey Into Night reveals the
rhetorical underpinnings of O'Neill's greatest tragedies
while making acute sense of a dramatic genius at times

written off as inarticulate or sensational.

This thesis works to reimagine Eugene O'Neill, often
looked upon as "lacking rhetorical exuberance," as a

distinctive and successful rhetor,

in addition to

installing the "pipe dream" as his foremost rhetorical

device.
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CHAPTER ONE

J
EUGENE O'NEILL AS RHETOR: AN INTRODUCTION

Eugene O'Neill is an icon of the American theatre, the
nation's most prodigious and well-acclaimed playwright.

During a span of thirty years, from 1913 to 1943, O'Neill

completed fifty plays. Of this extraordinary number, only

one, 1933's Ah Wilderness-!, lacks any remnant of tragedy.
O'Neill,

famously sullen and pessimistic, was a master of

his craft, earning himself four Pulitzer Prizes and the

first and only Nobel Prize for Literature awarded to an

American playwright. Although he attracted his share of
detractors during his career, many attempting to categorize

his work as "primitive melodrama"

(Falb 397),

the

overwhelmingly majority of current criticism extols his

work as nothing short of genius.
Travis Bogard,

author of the foremost scholarly

biography on O'Neill,

Contour in Time,

asserts that O'Neill

has crafted "the greatest plays of American dramatic

literature"

(xiii), and praise from other critics is no

less glowing. Michael Manheim, editor of The Cambridge

Companion- to Eugene O'Neill,

suggests that "not many today

question the pre-eminence of Eugene O'Neill as America's

1

leading playwright .

.

.

internationally recognized as the

quintessential American dramatist of the twentieth century
world stage"

(1), while James J. -Martine, editor of

Critical Essays on Eugene O'Neill,

offers this account: "If

one were to climb the beanstalk of American drama1, what
would be discovered at the very top is a giant. His name is
Eugene O'Neill." And furthermore, "he towers above American

drama like a colossus, and for many critics — theatrical
reviewers and scholars -- other playwrights were but petty

things to walk under his huge legs and peep about" -.(1) .
In addition to this scholarly acclaim, O'Neill
consistently registered, with theatre-goers,

his plays

regularly producing the box-office success to rival his
critical success. Rare indeed, was a month without an.

O'.Neill gem gracing a Broadway or West End stage, and even
tyell after’ his death, his plays have enjoyed constant
revival. For a playwright so resolutely grounded in
tragedy.,

his success with both Theatre-goers and critics

alike is unparalleled, his effect upon audiences
unprecedented.

And yet, his mighty tragedies, the cutting and

despairing plays that were his global calling card,

fail to

adhere to the forms and structures of classical tragedy,

2

even while seemingly working toward the ultimate classical

goal. O'Neill expressed his* dramatic intentions in a 194-0
■letter ^foput his own The Iceman Cometh:.

.

.

. there are moments in it that suddenly strip

the secret soul of a man stark naked, not in
cruelty or moral superiority, but with an

understanding compa-ssion which sees, him as a
victim of the ironies of life and of himself.
Those moments are for me the depth of tragedy,

with nothing more that can possibly be said.

(Bogard 413)
What O'Neill describes, his chief, rhetorical ambition,

is a

voiceless and potent moment in which the audience utterly
sympathizes- with the tragic hero,

•emotion,

a grand reTease of

a 'release so prodigious and absolute that the

audience member is left speechless. These sentiments
undeniably resemble the aspirations of classical tragedy:
"through pity and fear effecting the proper purgation of

these emotions"

{Poetics 6), Aristotle's catharsis.

The primary concern of this thesis, however, is not
why O'Neill chose to move his audiences to pity .and fear.
Nor is- it my concern why he chose- to abandon the classical

tragic schemes Ln so doing. I do not intend to ask why at
3

1

1

all; -thesse are speculations for biographers and historians
r ' ‘L

it

to itake. Regardless of motivation,

the fact remains that

O'Neill profoundly moved his audience.
how.

I am interested in

I ant- interested in rhetoric.

The O'Neill tragedy is an intricately woven,
rhetorical creation. Characters,.lines and ideas are

delivered in such a way as to induce a precise and
''premeditated reaction-in audiences. O'Neill is a

tremendously successful playwright because he is a

tremendously successful rhetorician.

therefore,

I have fashioned

from three of the foremost architects -of

rhetorical theory, a theoretical lens to observe and

critique the later tragedies of O'-Neill. As this thesis
centers -on both tragedy and rhetoric, Aristotle, the

-progenitor of the fields of study in both,

serves as a

point of critical departure.
Though* Aristotle' s Poetics touches on many variations

of the -dramatic art, he spends a great deal of timfe

discussing the prominent conventions of successful tragedy.
It must be" noted, however, that O'Neill's style only subtly

conforms to these conventions*. While Aristotle and -O'Neill

do share a common goal, the aforementioned classical

catharsis felt 'by audiences,

they value little 'else

4

equally, 'Fpr example, /Aristotle maintains that a successful

playwright must portray men' in one of three ways: "better
than in real life> or as worse, or as they are"

(Poetics

2)> and further, that of the two common forms of theatre,
".Comedy aims at representing men as worse, Tragedy as
better than in actual life"

(Poetics 3). While it is not

•entirely-cTe^r as to whether or not'O'Neill purposefully
presented his characters as "worse than they are,"
especially in light of his pessimistic outlook on life,

it

r

is clear that his tragedies did not showcase characters as
"better than in actual life." This is not to say that

O'Neill's tragic heroes do not consider themselves great,

only that they fall significantly short of the stature of

characters like Oedipus, Ajax-or Antigone. And while

O'Neill does' not necessarily strive to confine-his plays "to
"a single revolution of the sun"

(Poetics 6') , another of

Aristotle's guidelines, "there are no significant lapses in
time in the'majority of his work. Nevertheless, it is

doubtful that Aristotle would have deemed the rather
mundane actions of O'Neill's plays of a necessary
"magnitude"

(Poetics 6)

for classical tragedy. Regardless,

the seemingly commonplace obstacles his characters
encounter do induce powerfully emotional moments on-stage.

5

The classical Complication and Denouement, Aristotle''s
>'•' * '

kn

four Brands of tragedy and the intellectual caliber of the

language are all secondary, if not-less important.to
O'Neill. And while he does flirt with classical tragic

elements like Peripeteia,- the reversal of situation, and
Recognition, the grave revelation, he does not rely on
their use to" impel audiences to a preferred emotional

response. Whereas Aristotle implies that a -successful

playwright must rely on specific elements of tragedy, like
a "Scene of Suffering," to inspire "fear or pity"

(Poetics

13), O'Neill places little stock in structural and generic 
archetypes'. Aristotle,

for example,

states that "pity is

aroused by unmerited misfortune," and furthermore, a

misfortune "brought about not by vice or depravity, but by
some error or frailty"

(Poetics 13). O'Neill,

however,

routinely blurs these lines of vice and depravity,

error

and frailty, and concerns himself less with "illustrious"
characters, and more with those men "like ourselves"
(Poetics 13) .
Although Aristotle mentions this

'identification'

process between audience and character only once.,
element of tragedy O'Neill is most vested in,

it is the

as. evidenced

by his documented desire to .extract an "understanding" and

6
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*

"compassion" from his audience toward his dramatic

personae. This "compassion‘s" according to Bogard, "produced
by a .full understanding of man's circumstances and man's

‘’essential nature,

(is) a compassion which beggars analysis,

t(and) is O'Neill's final achievement in theatre"
does not owe his effectiveness, thus,

(413). He

to traditional

elements .of poetics.; drama or tragedy, but rather to
elements of rhetoric that seek to identify speaker and

audience. Therefore, O'Neill's success, his ability to
induce that "tragic wonder" in audiences, that catharsis,

•is .better examined by another of Aristotle's seminal works.

Although Aristotle's Rhetoric is very specifically
written for the highly litigious age in which he lived, an

age that demanded self-representation in all matters both

official and public, the guidelines he sets forth for the
would-be public speaker-in fifth century Greece have

endured. His treatise, after all, is chiefly "concerned
with the

(most fundamental) modes of persuasion"

(Rhetoric

3). While Rhetoric has remained a useful critical tool
throughout time, I am admittedly less concerned with

Aristotle's cogent analysis of argumentative schema,

syllogisms, enthymem.es and the like., and more interested in

7

his pre-eminent discussion of "the modes of persuasion"

(Rhetoric 5): ethos', pathos and logos.
While Edgene O'Neill, in his tragedies,
i v

is hardly

‘

pleading the detailed and precise case Aristotle imagined
his.ancient readers might make, he is in the business of

persuading' an audience. As for ethos, he can do little more

’than attach his name and renown to a marquee,. As- far'as
logos is- concerned, O'Neill was famously suspicious of

reason or logic and appears to care little for its

persuasive role in his plays: "when‘a man is stripped’of
all his“ defenses; his utterance will come not from logic
but from-the heart"

(Shaughnessy 1984). However, O'Neill

does have a vested interest in, and a talent for,
(an) audience into a certain frame of mind"

"putting

(Rhetoric 5).

Furthermore, to successfully execute that final cathartic

wonder, O'Neill, as playwright, must firmly control the
emotional ebb and flow of an audience.

Therefore, as opposed to ethos, the classical appeal
to authority/ and leges, the classical appeal to reason,

O'Neill's rhetorical effectiveness relies on pathos,

the

classical appeal to emotion. Just as Aristotle writes of an

orator who would "speak so as to bring his hearers into a

8

frame of mi-nd that '(would), dispose them to anger,, and to-,
.
■
■
'
.1.
J
represent his adversaries‘as open to such charges and

possessed of such qualities as do make people angry"
(Rhetoric 58), O'Neill must lead his audience, to a mindset

accepting of ".sadness before revealing to them the., tragic

nature of his drama if, according to Aristotle, he desires

a truly•profound cathartic experience. Though O'Neill's

plays are enacted before no actual judges, his rhetorical
aim is'no less specific than- the Litigious orators of
Aristotle's Greece-.

Just as these ancient orators intended-

some favorable outcome or ruling, O'Neill intends a certain

culminating emotional state. His audiences act as judges,
and he realizes his rhetorical ends "by working on the
emotions of the judges themselves"

{Rhetoric 107).

Aristotle's Rhetoric, in this way, provides an ideal

starting point for the rhetorical critique intended in this
thesis, especially when„compared to current rhetorical
studies. While these modern theatrical examinations

maintain an acute awareness of the paramount critical
position: "the role the audience performs

rhetoric' of "theatre"

(is)

.

.

. the

(Worthen 5), they too often deal with

artistic and 'directorial- decisions made without the consent

or recognition of the playwright. As this thesis is

9
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designed
to assess the i. rhetorical
strategies of O'Neill
as
v
-.
t
*
■

.

t
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playwright, and supreme authority rather than the many

directors of his plays, these-modern rhetorical assessments

of the total theatrical experience offer little academic

precedence or assistance for analyzing actual text. Even
Aristotle recognizes the sheer weight of the theatrical

manuscript alone: "Tragedy produces its effect even without
a'ction;

it reveals its power by mere reading"

(Poetics 33).

That being said, some excellent essays and articles on

O'Neill have very-closely resembled rhetorical analysis,

in

that they focus on O'Neill's original, uncontaminated texts.
.

Laurin Roland Porter's "Hughie: Pipe Dream for Two,7

for instance, discusses in detail the relationships
O'Neill's characters establish, often rooted in the

construction of "pipe dreams," far-fetched, often grandiose
desires with little hope of realization. Porter reveals,

without the specifically tinged rhetorical language^ the
"identification" process O'Neill's characters undergo and

the communities they necessarily establish: "To survive,

O'Neill insists-, men must cling to pipe dream(s)

(them)

to protect

from, reality;" and "the pipe dream is communitarian

in nature"

(178). Furthermore, Porter asserts that these

■

necessary and supportive communities are founded solely on

10

r*

Porter fails to realize, however,
• criticism fails to Be rhetorical,

and also where his

is that this "pipe dream

community" is not limited to the characters on-stage., .but
-includes 'the entirety of O'Neill's audience.

\O'Neill seeks to connect his characters with hisaudiences^. and the uncovering of this intended intercourse
begins to illuminate the.profound rhetorical underpinnings
of his tragedies. This incorporation and identification,
this ingenious use- of the pip4e dream,

O'Neill's rhetoric of tragedy, and,

is the gateway .into

for that, matter, the

strategy that helps separate this thesis, an investigation
centering solely on the textual authority of O'Neill,, from
other rhetorical analyses of "the total theatrical

experience.
I have-used the term "identification" to describe how
this process relates to O'Neill's work and his ability to

align, ah audience■with his characters. "Identification," a

term made popular by twentieth century rhetorician,
Burke,

Kenneth

is best understood by examining his A Rhetoric of

Motives by way of the following example:

"A is not

identical with his colleague,- B,. But insofar as their
interests -are joined, A i-s identified with B. Or he may ’

11

identify himself with

even when,their interests are hot
1

' t

joined, if he assumes that' they are, or is persuaded to
believe so"

(20). Just as Aristotle briefly mentions that a

playwright might find success- in presenting an audience

with characters similar to themselves,

and just Ss Porter

stresses that O'Neill's characters seek others with whom

they can identify,

"huddling together for whatever mutual

warmth and comfort they can discover"

(183), O'Neill is

tasked with facilitating this identification process

between theatergoer and actor.
As-Burke suggests, the audience must not necessarily
identify with a character insofar as they are exactly
similar, but must be persuaded to believe that they share

certain qualities of life or personality. O'Neill must

bring about this process: make A identify with B. Burke

suggests, furthermore, that "to identify A with B is to

make A 'consubstantial' with B"

(21),

in this way

acknowledging that countless dissimilar identities exist,

but also that these multitudes share "common sensations,
concepts,

images,

consubstantial"

ideas

(and)

attitudes that make them

(21). I maintain that O'Neill fosters and

eventually■impels this same identification process,
assuring audiences that they are,

12

in fact,

"substantially

one'' or consubstantialT with his tragic heroes-, by use of

the pipe- dream. The communal nature of the pipe -dream-as
attested to by Porter,

rhetorically forces the emotional

involvement of the audience, either to join a character in

his or her stabilizing delusion or deny them that which
preserves sanity. The audience, thus, sympathizes, with

O'Neill's characters, and is consequently crushed when
their stabilizing pipe dreams, not to mention the
communities they necessitate, dissolve.

A^ain, O'Neill's brand of tragedy does not. conform to

the classical Aristotelian conception,

and his rhetoric of

tragedy stems from the unique and cynical observation that

modern circumstances are always bad, or at least hopeless.,

regardless of climax or resolution. This hopeless
environment O'Neill's characters struggle through is the

environment O'Neill envisions himself struggling through: a
realistic, bleak environment. His 'characters do not inhabit

some fictitious realm, but rather,

the same Nietzsche-

inspired "postmodern" world his audience inhabits: a world

in which truth is unknowable, "where transcendence is
totally-unavailable"

(Bloom vii}, and a world O'Neill's

inherent pessimism, his signature1 "hopeless hope,"

13

accentuates

(Sheaffer $40) . We are tragedy,
-

'

the; most

'

I

appalling yet written or unwritten"

(O'Neill■1940).

; This dramatic landscape very’ much resembles Frederic

Nietzsche'S depiction of a-hazy and- unknowable world in his
eSsay,1. "On Truth and Lying in a Nonmoral Sense." Nietzsche
■4

*

•describes "a star upon which clever beasts invent knowing,"
but suggests that there is nothing to know, no truth:
"truths are illusions which we have forgotten are

illusions"

(145-146). As suggested earlier,

O'Neill's

characters’ are not the traditional heroes of classical
tragedy; they are not stately princes,

they are instead,

kings and generals;

along the lines of Nietzsche,

"weak" and

"less robust," and thus, necessarily resort -to"
"dissimulation". (142). This unstable world Nietzsche

depicts, with its vagaries and ambiguities,

is the same

world in which O'Neill's characters function and suffer.

What is more,

it becomes swiftly apparent that this

metaphorical star Nietzsche depicts is indeed Earth,, and
that these beasts, are humans. Therefore, if Nietzsche's

observations hold any weight, if human beings dci indeed
"allow_themselves to be lied to"

(142), then surely

O'Neill's tragedies, teeming with these deceptive pipe
dreams,

appeal to an intrinsic human predisposition.
14

O'Neill's tragic,characters, however unlike audiences in
*

i

4

■

personality or appearance,

exist in a similar world and

are,, after- all, human. An audience can, as a result,
identify with all the members of the "pipe dream

community," both the liars and- the listeners, because,
according tp Nietzsche,

"human beings themselves have an

unconquerable urge, -to let themselves be deceived ... as

if enchanted with happiness when the bard recites epic
fairy-tales as if they were true., or when the actor in a
play acts the king more regally than reality shows him to

be" (151)

'

‘

.

Of course, O'Neill is not in the business of further

lying to his audiences. Rather, he presents them with this
knowledge,. that men do lie and,

for that matter,.are

willingly lied to., and does sb 'in an unprecedented way. His
plays act not as fairy-tales or allegories, and the actors
in his plays certainly do not portray characters as greater

than1they are. He presents common .men and women who lie and
dream in order to survive. This alone is tragic. O'Neill,

however, is not judgmental in his presentation,. and does
not challenge these dreams to make the dreamers look
foolish.. Dreams are only broken to show, momentarily, how

awful life can be without them--how all of us, characters
15

and"audience,, desperately, tragically, need( them. 0'Neill's

catharsis, the1 class'ip^ ’ Culmination and feridpoint to every

successful tragedy, emanates from this realization: that we
are Japtter-' o,f.f immersed in our own dreams,

however

ludicrous, than confronting the horrible, unconquerable

va_ga<ries h.pf. modern life.
From 1939' to 1942, O'Neill wrote and completed four . ..
plays,

The Tceman Cometh, Hughie, Long Day's Journey Into

Night' and A.'Touch of the Poet, respectively.

In these "four

plays, ‘the stage did all-he asked ,of it without■strain. The

result is the' highest achievement of the American realistic
theatre"

(Bogard 428).

In each of these masterpieces,

(O'Neill establishes pipe dreams. The. dreamers preach their
dreams to the pipe dream community, and the pipe dream
community,/in turn, embraces and enables them, perhaps

sharing their own. To the audience, these dreams appear
safe, .good-natured and certainly harmless. However,

a time

.comes in each dramatic narrative when one character chooses

to upset-this complacency. This disruptive body suggests

that the dream does only harm,

and implores the others, to

resist its pernicious appeal.
-O'Neill's audiences are invited to follow this

movement, to recognize where they too might dream

unrealistically,
>

■

where they arfe equally threatened by' ‘ehis

.

•

I

*

disruptive force. The suggestion that the pipe drbam is
harmful is a powerful one. According to Nietzsche: "Human’

beings do' not' so much flee from being tricked* as- from: b'eihg>
harmed by being tricked. Even bn 'this level they do not

hate ‘deception but rather the damaging,
consequences of ..

.

deception"

inimical

{On Truth 143) . When the

characters struggle’ with the pain of unabated'reality dn-

stage, the audience is invested in the outcome. When the
characters' lives fall apart, when they scramble back to
the-.secure confines of the dream, however .pathetically-, the

audience.,

relieved,

scrambles along with them.

In this- way,

O'Neill's tragedy is .not relegated to stately kings and

princes, but extends to every inhabitant of modern society.
The characters in O'Neill's plays do not meet classical
tragic ends such as death, dismemberment or exile, but'
instead impart a permeating sense of the tragic within the

spectator by evoking in them both pity and-fear.
'This process is "devised-to shake audiences -from the

spectator's habitual,-lethargic

'suspended disbelief'

and

to cause them to believe, to involve themselves directly,

fully, committedTywith the action"

(Bogard xiv). After

all, rhetoric, as it,applies to the Theatre,

'17

is chiefly

concerned with "the role the audience performs"

(Worthen

6). O'Neill is an .originator of this aggressive method,
rhetorically insisting that his audiences become "more

participants than spectators"

(Bogard xiv). O'Neill

achieve,s this profound -audience participation arid,

thus;

his inevitable catharsis by way of the pipe dream. The pipe

dream is O'Neill's rhetoric of-tragedy.
O'Neill's foremost ambition as a tragic playwright and

rhetor is to persuade his audience to feel pity and fear,
the classical tragic emotions. In helping His audience
identify with his dramatic characters, assuring them that

they indeed share certain characteristics as humans living

in the same bleak and realistic environment, O'Neill is
able to secure their active participation. In this <way,

.O'Neill leads his audience to a frame of mind accepting of

tragedy, and proceeds',

in the dissolution and pathetic

reclamation * of the pipe dream community, to inspire in them

not only fear and pity, 'but a "sense of what little

(is.)

possible for any of us"‘ (Bloom vj.

O'Neill quickly establishes a.community and firmly

places his audience within its midst. This audience does
not witness,

from some detached point, a world crumble and

then stammer to right itself, but experiences the

18

destruction and knowingly accepts to live amongst the

disheveled ruins, at 'S’.eds't for one’cathartic moment.
L

'

*

L

O'Neill ’suggests that.these ruins alone make up the modern

world. The resulting emotions are profound—the end result
of O'Neill's powerful rhetoric of .tragedy.

The nex£ chapter, utilizing the aforementioned
rhetorical theories'of Aristotle, Burke, and Nietzsche as

Springboard, will examine O'Neill's rhetorical use of the

pipe dream,- including the identifications shaped between
audience and tragic hero as a result, and the inevitable
catharses in four’ of his last five plays,

The Iceman

Cometh, Hughie, A Touch of the Poet, and A Long Day's
Journey Into Kight, respectively. While the dramatic action

of these four masterpieces varies a great deal,
mode in ..which they are presented is similar,

moves identical

(Bloom vi).

19

the tragic

the rhetorical

<■
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f_JCHAPTER TWO

THE PIPE DREAM PLAYS:
THE .ICEMAN COMETH AND HUGHIE

Known as "the pipe dream play," among actors and

dramaturges, O'.NeilL's The Iceman Cometh is widely regarded
as a paramount work of the American theatre. The play
itself, however,

is hardly- overflowing with the American

traditions embodied by "Emerson or William James or any

other* of our,, cultural speculators." Rather,

O'Neill's

dreary.outlook■is informed bv "Schopenhauer,

Nietzsche and

Freud," and the bleak and grimy back room of■Harry Hope's
saloon, the setting for the entirety of Iceman,

is a

fitting reminder "of what little (is) possible for any of

us" (Bloom v).
Nonetheless,

the characters who occupy this makeshift

"hotel restaurant,," at least as they are first introduced
to the audience, appear content, perhaps even lively. And
while O.'Neill's first scene is not the archetypal

celebration that begins many classical tragedies,

it is, at

the very', least, amusing. These sleepy men and women,

drunkenly dozing, bleary-eyed and unreserved,

seem nothing

more than a collection of harmless scoundrels, more

20
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caricatures onstage1 fot the audience's amusement than

tragic figures in-Waiting.‘
The’ very first onstage exchange,

for example, contains

both wounding insults and sorrowful insights, but delivered
in .such a way,

seamless and grinning

(as per O'Neill's

extensive stage directions), that "you unreqenerate Wop!"

arid >Athe lie of the pipe dream is what gives life to the
whole misbegotten mad lot of us4, drunk or sober"

(12) , seem

somehow innocuous. These men and women are the closest o'f

friends '(closer perhaps), a thick-skinned family that' can

both take and dish out with near impunity. And each'
ferocious bleat, each cutting blow is tempered with
unmistakable humor:

HUGO. Raises his' head and peers at ROCKY blearily
through his thick spectacles - in a guttural ■
declamatory tone. Capitalist swine! Bourgeois
stool pigeons! Have the slaves no right to
sleep even? Then he grins at' ROCKY and his

manner changes to a giggling, wheedling
playfulness, as though he were talking to a
child. Hello, leedle Rocky! Leedle monkey
face! Vere is your leedle slave girls? With an

abrupt change to a bullying tone. Don't be a
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fool! Eo.arPme a dollar:

Damned bourgeois Wop!

The great Malatesta is my good friend! Buy me

a trink! He seems to run down, and is overcome
by drowsiness. His head sinks to the table
• again and he is at once fast asleep..(14)
O'Neill's first appeal is clearly to humor,

and he is

:only very subtly setting the stage for a profound emotional
journey. His primary’rhetorical enterprise, after all, is •

to establish 'grounds for identification,

and the easy and

playful onstage repartee works to endear these disheveled
characters to the audience. And while these men and women
plainly inhabit a familiar Nietzschean landscape,

unknowable' truth -obscured by a "blinding fog"
142), the accompanying air is not serious,

(Nietzsche

and the'humor

helps distract from the underlying sadness. He is lulling
his audience happily into contentedness, taking them to

that apparent safe■haven onstage. In essence, O'Neill lures
*
his audience with.humor, but baits his hook with the pipe
dream.

If indeed. 0'Neill "came to see the need to dream.as a
universal one,

shared by all men, a human drive, possibly

man's most basic urge"

(Bogard 4.12) , then it is certainly

clear why he believed the pipe dream could rhetorically act
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as .an identifying commonality between character and
audience. This communiuff onstage, this uniquely friendly
' ■

.

■
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'

i
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and enabling group of depaucherers, invites, the-audience to

laugh with them, hope with them, and, most importantly,
observe and respect, without scrutiny or cruelty,

their

pipe dreams.,

■As if answering some forlorn roll call, the solicitors
of Harry Hope's saloon begin to".spout their lines to the

others.. And while their dreams may meet some perfunctory
adversity., be it momentary skepticism or obstinacy.-,

each

member of the community eventually acquiesces to the wishes
of the others.
The dreams can .be broken down suitably interms of

"kidding." Larry, the former anarchist turned detached

philosopher, is kidding himself that he no longer cares.
Rocky, 'the bartender, is kidding himself that he is not..a

■pimp. Hugo, the belligerent Russian drunk,

is kidding

himself that he still believes in. the tenets of anarchy.

Hope,, the owner of the saloon, is kidding himself that hewill turn over a new leaf, re-dedicate- the bar to making a
good profit and return to the outside world. Joe, the
African-American gambler down on his luck,

is kidding

himself that he will make a killing in some craps game,
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enough to open his own gambling house. Willie,
e

Harvard- grad,

'

the drunken

L- k

'

is kidding1himself that-he will begin

practicing law again; McGloin that he will be re-instated

with the police department; Mosher that he will again rule
the circus racket; Lewis and Wetjoen that they will return

to their respective homes to- heroes' welcomes; Jimmy that
he will return to the business world; Margie and Pearl that

they are not whores; and Chuck and Cora that they will

settle down to a married life-on a farm in New Jersey.
Which leaves Parritt, a young man whose mother, a notorious
anarchist leader, has- recently been captured. He has
arrived at Harry Hope's saloon looking for a little help
into his own grave. He is, of course,

kidding himself that

he is riot.

Each character gives his or her spiel without
spectacle. It is merely the game they play each evening:
dreams and jokes and insults and laughter and lots of

booze, all interspersed throughout the night and into the

morning. Even when the substance of the pipe dream is
undeniably sad or hopeless, the atmosphere in which it is

told seems to overwhelm the reality of what is being* said.,
In-this way, these hilarious caricatures only subtly become

realistic:, their dreams are not grandiose and they do not
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desire .other worldly1 things; many simply want what they

once had, others .normalcy.’ This slow shift O'Neill

executes, all under the guise of drunken and easy
■.merriment,

further lures the audience into the pipe dream

community. This -subtle process -of sympathy and
commiseration is an important cog in O'Neill's rhetorical

machine, as the audience becomes necessarily fond of the
colorful and. harmless characters.

The audience is thus persuaded to-turn a blind eye to
this bunch and to allow them the therapeutic necessity of
their dreams. As "the pipe dream is communitarian in nature

and" must be shared to be believed"

(Porter 178),

the

audience, now a member of this pipe dream community, must
offer no objection to the dream. For example, when Harry

goes into, detail about his own pipe dream, culminating in
an audacious claim that he would have been'-"elected

'(Aiderman) easy, " his cronies McGloin and -Mosher agree,
"You would, Harry.

It was a sure thing," and" "A dead cinch,

Harry, Everyone knows that"

(47’) , not merely to guarantee

their future as bottom-feeding whiskey-barnacles, but to

secure a positive response, when it comes time to validate

■their own pipe dreams,„
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This ’ is- the working' mechanism of the pipe dream
V” ,

-

community.. When stripped bare,

\

it- is indeed a pathetic,

self-serving monster, but when communicated in passing,

amongst- .hilarious tales of past glories,

spectacular card

tricks, and drunken confidence, it. looks and feels like

real life, And that is what O'Neill is trying to get at: In
terms of Burke's consubstantiality, the audience is-'not

identical, with the/characters onstage, but insofar as they
are persuaded to believe that their realities are joined,

they are substantially one. The pipe dream is everything;
it isK the "common sensation, concept,

image,

idea

(and)

attitude" that impels identification, and ultimately,

catharsis (Bprke 21),.
The first seventy pages of O'Neill's" play, what would
amount to almost an hour onstage, has appeared as nothing

more than harmless amusement. With no dissenting voice to
take offense pto the whiskev-swilling and outright pipe
drqam foolishness.,

the members of -the community,, including

the newly initiated audience, happily float along, immersed
in "the comforting revelry of drunken kinship,

oblivious and

unconcerned with truth or deception. Nothing exists to

actively- call their behavior to task, and no one within the

group- dares challenge either basic tenet of community:
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drunkenness and irrational - hope.

Furthermore,

the community

is so indelibly fortified,1 that only a true■in-member could

hope to. disrupt the complacency.
Though the individual personalities loom large in the
back room bar, an overall sens.e of community and anonymity
works'to comfort each hopeless dreamer. That every patron

of Harry Hopeis holds fast to a dream as desperate and

fleeting as the next, helps establish community and, as a

result, identification.* When a vice is shared by all, it
and the happy uniformity works as an

ceases to be, a-vice,

open invitation to the audience. The sincere connection
■between audience and -character is erected,

and O'Neill "has

successfully removed aspects of guilt and shame from the
onstage debauchery and deceit.

Once each member has shared his or her own pipe dream
and met with positive reaction, the first substantial
portion of O'Neill's rhetorical strategy of identification

is complete. It is at this exact moment that O'Neill
introduces the disrupting agent, the character that drives

the remainder of the play and enables the final catharsis.

1

Harry Hope'-s Saloon is the "No Chance Saloon.

It's

Bedrock Bar, The End of the'Line Cafe, The Bottom of the

Sea Rathskeller .

.

.

(where) ;no one has to worry about
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where they're going next, because there is no farther they

can go." The pipe dreamers, those who languish about this

"last harbor"

(25), are an easy-going bunch, but they are

not without a code of membership. When Theodore Hickman,
fondly known as "Hickey" to the group,

arrives for Harry's

annual birthday bacchanalia, he quickly trumpets his
unhappiness with this code, much to the shock and dismay of

his old friends: Hickey, their yearly savior, the drunkest,
biggest talking, most generous pipe dreamer in the bunch,

has come to "bring dem peace"

(67).

In Hickey's first few moments onstage, he both

refuses a drink,

"You'll have to excuse me boys and girls,

but I'm off the stuff. For keeps"

(70), and professes to

have abandoned his pipe dream, "I finally had the guts to
face myself and throw overboard the damned lying pipe dream

that'd been making me miserable"

(71), in essence

assaulting the community's first two tenets. The happy,
soporific daze that surrounds these men and women is

immediately threatened.
Hickey,

after refusing the booze and denouncing the

dream, begins his steady assault on the final unspoken

tenet of the pipe dream community: collectivity. He attacks
the pipe dream community one member at a time,
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consistently

reiterating his disenchantment with pipe dreams:

"I know

from my experience, they're, the things that really poison
and ruin a guy's life and keep him from finding any peace"
(73). The first individual Hickey pursues is the great

enabler himself, Harry Hope:
HICKEY. Now listen boys and girls, don't look at

me as if I was trying to sell you a goldbrick.

Nothing up my sleeve, honest. Let's take an
example. And if you. Take you,

Governor. That

walk around the ward you never take -

HOPE. Defensively sharp. What about it?
HICKEY. Grinning affectionately. Why, you know as
well as I do, Harry. Everything about it.

(74)

It is clear that Hickey knows the community, how to

operate within it and handle its members, with the
signature grin after the first,

cutting,

remark. However,

the previous insults and accusations took place amidst a

unified air of contentment. Here,

for the first time, that

contentment has been called into question, and the
community is noticeably hostile. The audience is only too
aware of this distress.

The warm and amusing atmosphere of O'Neill's first Act
is gone, and the remainder of the play charts the
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community's slow and painful' dissolution. The audience, as

a result of identifying with this band of once-happy
drunks, cannot watch from some detached vantage, and must
struggle through the awkward frustration of the next two

Acts along with the personalities onstage. They are,

in

effect, violently forced into this vicarious struggle, the
ironic result of their lulling slide into community.

Hickey's inquisition gears up rapidly, and once one
dream is questioned,

every dream is questioned. As the

community, this intricate web of identifications among
characters and audience, dissolves,

the widespread

supportiveness deteriorates as well, particularly onstage.

•The audience is left rooting for a community in utter
disarray. The comical ease which had engulfed each
interaction has given way to seriousness, and insults wound

where they once merely scratched:

ROCKY. He just gives you an earful of bull about

yuh got to be honest wid yourself and not kid
yourself, and have de guts to be what yuh are.

I got sire. I told him dat's aw right for de
bums in dis dump.

I hope he makes dem wake up.

But it don't go wid me,

see? I don't kid

myself wid no pipe dream. PEARL and MARGIE
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exchange a derisive look. He catches it and

his eyes narrow. What are yuh grinnin' at?
PEARL. Her face hard—scornfully. Nuttin'.
MARGIE. Nuttin'.

ROCKY.

It better be nuttin'!

Don't let Hickey put

no ideas in your nuts of you wanta stay
healthy.

Then angrily.

showed up .

.

I wish de louse never

. And everybody's getting' a

prize grouch on.

(86)

Not only does the gang begin to resent Hickey for

disrupting their metaphorical slumber, but they begin to
turn on each other, viciously. Again,
a willing audience to exist, and thus,

the pipe dream needs
the pipe dreamer

needs the support of others to reap the stupefying benefits
of the kind illusion: "The saving possibility is the

mutuality of the dreamers' condition,

for the conjunction

of the dreams, the body heat of sleeping animals, provides

the warmth of the world"

(Bogard 421).

There are a number of profound rhetorical
possibilities in O'Neill's use of the pipe dream,

different

persuasions that must occur in the destruction of the
delusion: the persuasion of each individual to actively

face their dream, the persuasion of the entire group to
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challenge pipe dreaming in general,

the indirect persuasion

resulting from in-group fighting, and, most importantly,

the underlying persuasion of the audience by the
playwright, a noted ..shift from amused complacency to

prickly discomfort,

and, perhaps,

an undetected movement to

an emotional state accepting both pity and fear.

Hickey manipulates his longtime friends just as
O'Neill manipulates his audience. Both realize that honest,

unabashed insight can only result from a shift in the
entire group dynamic. Hickey and O'Neill are relying on the
strong identifications inherent in the pipe dream

community: "I had to make you help me with each other.

I

saw I couldn't do what I was after alone. Not in the time

at my disposal"

(128). The audience, after all, has

identified with the group as a whole, and as the characters
start ,to question their very foundations, the audience is
forced to enter an uncomfortably trying space as well, a

space of difficult ideas and emotions. As Hickey tests the
dreams of his friends, O'Neill tears at our own.

By the start of Act III, Hickey has driven each member

of the pipe dream community to confront his or her

delusion, and the bunch has become jittery and pathetic in
anticipation of the moment. The camaraderie of the night
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'before is long gone, and the dreamers,
time in ages,

sober for the first

shake with dread. Small disagreements, those

laughed aside in the play's first comical moments, now
beget violent skirmishes. Whereas Chuck, the day bartender,

had endured countless playful jabs from Rocky about his

plans to settle down to a farm, their quarrel now escalates
to threats of violence and "bellies full of lead." When Joe

attempts to break them up,

reminding them of their old

friendship, the two turn on him just as quickly:
CHUCK.

Turns on him. Keep outta our business, yuh

black bastard!
ROCKY. Like CHUCK turns on JOE, as if their own
quarrel was forgotten and they became natural

allies against an alien. Stay where yuh
belong, yuh doity nigger!
JOE. Snarling with rage, springs from behind the
lunch counter with the bread knife in his

hand. You white sons of bitches!
guts out!

I'll rip your

(144)

The anxieties of having to face the harsh world

outside Harry Hope's Saloon prove too much for these

dreamers. Issues of race, which had been playfully bandied
about, now spark deeper tensions,
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and sincere friendships

suddenly become heated physical disputes. Though they do
stop short of killing each other, their collective pride is

damaged to a greater extent than the audience has seen.

They recoil from each other, and Joe is the first to leave
the deteriorating safety of the saloon.

The rest stumble from their upstairs rooms little by

little, all nearly unrecognizable after a long, unwanted

night of sobering up and facing reality, thanks, of course,
to Hickey. The appeal of a shot glass calls to each, but

they have each been pushed too far to concede their
'tomorrows'

so soon.

The men grasp at lesser pipe dreams in attempt to out
due each other, particularly in the case of Wetjoen and

Lewis, formerly the rarest and closest of friends while
comfortably embraced in the pipe dream community. Though
the two are most certainly without prospects, they cling to

fragments of passing conversations in hopes of convincing
the others, and themselves, that they have not drank
.themselves into obsolescence:

"the Consulate .

.

.

promised any time I felt an energetic fit he'd get me a
post with the Cunard—dark in the office or something of
the kind"

(149)

and "Dan, he tell me any time I like, he

take me on. And Benny from de Market he promise me same"
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(150). Nevertheless, when it comes time for them to leave

the friendly confines of the Saloon, they,

as well as

Mosher and McGloin, need the support of each other, even in

competition,

Limey can,
guts"

to drive them into the city: "Py Gott,

if dot

I can" and "If that crooked grafter has the

(162-3) !

The last to leave is Harry Hope himself. With Harry's

brief escape from the bar, the audience must witness the
pathetic scenario unfold: the pipe dreamer thrust into

reality. Though the others' experiences in the big city do
not similarly unfold onstage, it is safe to assume they all
unfurl as wretchedly:
ROCKY.

Calls excitedly from the end of the bar.

Jees, Harry's startin' across the street! He's
goin' to fool yuh, Hickey, yuh bastard! He

pauses, watching—then worriedly. What de

hell's he stoppin' for? Right in de middle of

de street! Yuh'd tink he was paralyzed or
somethin'! Disgustedly. Aw, he's quittin'!

He'd turned back! Jees,

look at de old bastard

travel ! Here he comes I Hope passes the window
outside the free-lunch counter in a shambling,

panic-stricken run. He comes lurching blindly
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through 'the swinging doors and stumbles to the
bar.

(169)'

Harry, out of’ desperation, survival and habit,
conjures up a phantom vehicle:

"Bejees, that guy ought .to

be pinched! Bejees, it ain't safe to walk in the streets!
Bejees that ends me! Never again! Give me that bottle! You1

seen it, didn't you, Rocky"

(169)? But the community no

longer exists to endorse his illusion., no life-saving
approval is offered: "Automobile, hell! Who d'yuh think

yuh're kidding? Dey wasn't no automobile! Yuh j.ust quit

cold" (169) !

He -clings feebly to its existence, this phantom
vehicle,

for but a moment longer before accepting the truth:

HOPE. Beginning to collapse within-himself—dully.

Yes, what's the use-now? All a lie! No
automobile. But, bejees,

something ran -over

me! Must have been myself,

I guess. He- forces

a feeble .smile—then wearily. Guess I'll sit

down. Feel all in. Like a corpse, bejees.
(171)

The truth, however, does.not provide any peace or
solace as Hickey has suggested i-t would. There is no

realization -beyond disappointment, no drive for
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introspection nor defeated content. As the members of the
old pipe dream community trickle back into the saloon one

after one, they are like unrecognizable versions of
themselves. They drink with renewed ferocity, but to no

avail. What has come over these hopeless men and women is
not the peace of true contentment. The saloon has become a

cruel waiting room for death. The life, however fabricated,
that once filled each of these dreamers has left them.

Hugo, once comical and larger than life, now scares himself

with the angry fascist diatribes he blurts out. Harry,
formerly passionate about his wife's saintly memory, admits

that she was always a "nagging bitch"

(172) . There is no

legacy to live for, no promise of a brighter tomorrow, and

alas, even the booze has lost its punch: "Bejees, you’must
have been monkeying around with the booze,

too, you

interfering bastard! There's no life in it now.

I want to

get drunk and pass out. Let's all pass out. Who the hell
cares"

(173)?

The picture onstage is a terrifying glimpse of a life

without dreams, aspirations and rose-colored memories.

The

audience is forced to watch their pipe dream community,
their surrogate family of happy drunks, embark on a slow

and painful death march, the- pipe dreams they so fondly
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spoke of just a day earlier utterly obliterated. The effect

is crushing and agonizing for "the spectator, but O'Neill
has not yet executed his cathartic blow. The audience is

still implicated in the community, and is chiefly concerned
with the characters onstage; they have yet to turn to

introspection, to pity and fear. O'Neill is still
emotionally preparing his audience for the final rhetorical

turn: the scene has shifted now from prickly discomfort to

aching sadness.
As the sad scene drags on without the alleviation
Hickey has predicted, it becomes clear that his paradise of
contentment is more like resigned nihilism. This is that
world Nietzsche fleshes out in his "On Truth and Lying in a

Non-Moral Sense." These men and women are very plainly

those "pitiful .

.

. insubstantial and transitory" beings

in possession of that "purposeless and arbitrary .

.

.

human intellect." He elaborates, "this intellect has no
further mission that might extend beyond the bounds of

human life. Rather, the intellect is human,

and only its

own possessor and progenitor regards it with such pathos,

as if it housed the axis around which the entire world
revolved"

(141) .
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Finally aware of their endless lies to themselves and
to each other, the characters can await nothing but death.
Nietzsche condescends to paint this human penchant for
dissimulation negatively, as a pathetic endeavor: "(t)hey

are deeply immersed in illusions and dream-images; their
eyes merely glide across the surface of things and see

'forms'; nowhere does their perception lead into truth;
instead it is content to receive stimuli and, as it were,
to play with its fingers on the back of things"
contrast, O'Neill presents his audience,

(142). In

especially in the

first seventy pages of his play, with the kind protective

shield these dreams can represent. While the philosophical
musings of Nietzsche very much influence the work and

worldview of O'Neill, O'Neill did not envision himself a
philosopher or theoretician, detachedly commenting on the
state of mankind. Rather, he saw himself embroiled in the

fray. Though O'Neill,

like Nietzsche,

strove to "address

the problems of belief (as in pipe dreams)
godless society"

in a modern,

(Bogard 372), he did not separate himself

from his characters or his audience. The genius of O'Neill,
perhaps, resides in the fact that he is both his drama and
his audience, he sees his own plight as tragic:

"Tragic is

the plight of the tragedian whose only audience is himself!
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Life is for each man a solitary cell whose walls- are
mirrors"

(O'Neill 1925).

Thus, with their hopes crushed, his characters have

nothing to look forward to; the broken pipe dream

represents their only fond memory:

"On'y it was fun,

kinda,

me and Cora kiddin' ourselves" (181).
As it turns out, Hickey was looking for community all
along. He tells the tale of his wife's pipe dream, how it

wrecked him, how he could no longer bear to disappoint her,
and how he needed to kill her. The confession represents
the dramatic climax of O'Neill's play, but not that
paramount moment of catharsis, as the audience is not yet
impelled to see themselves reflected onstage. Regardless of

Hickey's professed intentions, he still sought a support
system to help brave the harsh vagaries of modern life,
whether by the name "pipe dream" or not, and when he
realizes that his.situation is unique and offers no peace

to his comrades, he balks: "Hell, you oughtn't to act this

way with me I You're my old pals, the only friends I've got.

You know the one thing I want is to see you all happy

before I. go"

(190) .

In the telling of his story, it becomes clear that
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Hickey's life away from the saloon was one elaborate,

torturous pipe dream. His wife, Evelyn,

turned an

unyielding blind eye to his numerous indiscretions,, and the
ever-surmounting guilt of her total forgiveness weighed

heavily on Hickey's conscience. Thought she habitually lied
to both Hickey and herself, Evelyn was never unhappy living

her pipe dream, and neither are the loyal solicitors of

Hope's saloon. Hickey has only now brought them unhappiness
in the form of reality,

in the depressing guise of truth.

When Hickey realizes that throwing off the supposed

"pipe dream burden" has only ruined his life and wrecked

the happy contentment of the gang, he resorts to form, and

finds himself a new pipe dream. The reverberations are
profound, and lead directly to O'Neill's rhetorical
crescendo:
HICKEY. Bursts into frantic denial. No! That's a
lie!

I never said—! Good God,

said that!

If I did,

I couldn't have

I'd gone insane! Why,

I

loved Evelyn better than anything in life! He
appeals brokenly to the crowd. Boys,

you're

all my old pals! You've known old Hickey for
years! You know I'd never. His eyes fix on

HOPE. You've known me longer than anyone,
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Harry. You know I must have been insane, don't

you, Governor?

HOPE. At first with the same defensive
callousness—without looking at him. Who the
hell cares? Then suddenly he looks at HICKEY

and there is an extraordinary change in his
expression. His face lights up, as if he were

grasping at some dawning hope in his mind. He

speaks with a groping eagerness. Insane? You
mean—you went really insane? At the tone of

his voice, all the group at the tables by him
start and stare at him as if they caught his

thought.

Then they all look at HICKEY too.

(204)
Hickey is through disappointing them, and goes along

with the group for their collective good, himself included.
Hickey, a veritable martyr,

is carted off to jail and the

pipe dream community quickly re-establishes itself. Every

pipe dream is resuscitated and then some,

including Hope's

phantom automobile, validated and given weight by the

community: "De automobile, Boss? Sure,

I seen it!

missed yuh! I thought yuh was a goner"

(211).
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Just

As the audience, however, we cannot return to the old
pipe dream community. Though the warm revelry is rekindled
before our eyes, we cannot forget that Hickey is being

carted off to jail, or that Parritt is about to leap to his
death from the fire escape above, or that poor Evelyn had

to die simply for clinging to the only happiness she could
muster. The brand of happiness this community subscribes

to, this real happiness, has to ignore these things. These
pipe dreamers cannot risk their happiness by concerning
themselves with the occurrences and troubles of the outside

world. This is the only happiness available to them,
only protective shield they can afford,

the

and we pity them

for it, sincerely.
These characters do not change or grow, and we,

spectators, are not used to this.

as

In most classical

tragedies — Oedipus the King and King Lear for example,

with their tragic figures maimed and aware,

stumbling

blindly about, bemoaning the error of their ways — we
witness the realization, the growth,

O'Neill's pipe dreamers, however,

and it is lasting.

feel the agony of

epiphany for but a moment before quickly retreating to the

bliss of ignorance. They are not the individuals they would

like to be, they have made terrible life decisions,
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they

have spurned the ones who loved them most, and somehow they
are without regret. We hhve been.led to sympathize with

these characters,

and as much as we perhaps know we should,

we do not judge them. As Parritt's body hurtles to the
ground, the accompanying thud ignored by the revelers,
O'Neill's’masterpiece reaches its rhetorical climax.

As audience members, we have identified with these

harmless dreamers and undergone initiation into their

community. However, we cannot, in good conscience,
knowingly retreat with them. Though we do not reject the
community or condemn their renewed pipe dream vigor, we
cannot join in their laughter; we cannot have another

drink. O'Neill has finally permitted our detachment,
however marginal, and the distance is enough to allow for

introspection. We recognize ourselves onstage,

in our own

world, and the reflection, the possibility — the truth —

is frightening. O'Neill has moved us to feel pity and fear,
his final rhetorical move to catharsis.

A similar purgation, executed by means of similar
rhetoric, also exists in O'Neill's one act play,

Hughie,

written just a year after Iceman's completion. The play,
often considered a thematic companion piece to The Iceman
Cometh, does not conclude in such abj ect depression,
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and

has even been termed,

O'Neill ever wrote"

"one of the most optimistic plays

(Raleigh 28). This analysis, however,

is perhaps overstated,

and O'Neill's penchant for the

gloomy and pessimistic must be taken into consideration

when assessing the word "optimistic." While John Henry
Raleigh is accurate in his observation that the play
appears to end on a positive note, the encompassing

atmosphere is the same stark oblivion that pervades Iceman,

and a positive note amidst this cacophony is nonetheless

overwhelmed. The petty optimistic victory works only to
stress the profound complexity of the surrounding sorrow.

Hughie is a tragedy, and O'Neillfs rhetoric of tragedy is-

hard at work.
Hughie and The Iceman Cometh both rest on the same

thematic and rhetorical framework: "To survive, O'Neill
insists, men must cling to a pipe dream to protect him from

reality"

(Porter 178). Fittingly, the two plays take place,

in similar Manhattan dives, the dramatic action of "Hughie"

unfolding on an early summer morning in 1928 in a run down
Times Square hotel lobby. Whereas Iceman's intricate pipe
dream community consists of nearly twenty members, the

community in Hughie is stripped to the essentials: a "pipe
dream for two"

(Porter 178).
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In The Iceman Cometh, O'Neill presents his audience

with the functioning pipe dream community. We are treated
to the working dynamic of camaraderie and validation,

and

as a result, see the members at their drunken finest,
unabashedly deceiving and blissfully deceived. According to
Porter,

"The only obstacle to happiness in this scheme of

things arises when a member of the 'family'

by the rules,

challenging the validity of the dream and

breaking its soporific spell"

obviously,

refuses to play

(178). Hickey, quite

is Iceman's spell-breaker, consciously choosing,

to disrupt the pipe dream community. The pipe dream

community that is the subject of Hughie deteriorates for
different reasons; namely, one of the two members dies,
leaving the other, gambler Erie Smith, without his

"protective shield."

Erie has taken the death -of his pal, Hughie, hard, and

at the play's onset,

stumbles into the lobby after a

lengthy drunken episode in memory of his lost friend. The
dramatic action of the play revolves around Erie's

increasingly desperate attempts to initiate the new night

clerk, a daft Charles Hughes,
community,

into the old pipe dream

in essence, replacing his "feckless pal"

178) .
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(Porter

Unlike Iceman, O'Neill does not give himself the
luxury of fo.ur ample acts, and therefore must impel the
audience's identification with Erie through different

means. Conversely, O'Neill's task is of a smaller scope in

Hughie, as an identification with Erie nets an
identification with the entire pipe dream community. Thus,

as opposed to a marked use of humor, O'Neill relies on an
honest depiction of a lost and tender relationship to

facilitate identification.

Erie Smith fancies himself a wise-guy, an influential

player in the underground world of gambling,

women and

booze:

ERIE. And I ain't done so bad,

Pal. I've made

some killings in my time the gang still gab
about. I've been in the big bucks. More'n

once, and I will be again. I've had tough
£

breaks too, but what the hell,

I always get

by. When the horses won't run for me,

draw or stud. When they're bad,

there's

there's a crap

game. And when they're all bad, there's always
bucks to pick up for little errands I ain't

talking about, which they give a guy who can
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keep, his clam shut. Oh,

get along fine.

I get along, Buddy. I

(287)

But despite his best efforts to present himself as a

seedy risk-taker in the know.,, and despite his depictions of
.Hughie as a "sap" and a "mark," his genuine affections
surface:

"I miss Hughie,

I guess.

I guess I'd got to like

him a lot" (290). This reluctant sentimentality, its
ability to overwhelm his seedy persona, works to endear
Erie to the audience. They are persuaded to identify with

his human urge for companionship and to sympathize with his
loss. His complex personality — his prevalent sorrow in

the face of the devastated pipe dream, how the sorrow
undermines the nature of the very pipe dream itself —

works to secure the identification O'Neill seeks, the first
step in his rhetorical process.

Hughie had listened with rapt attention to Erie's
elaborate tales of gambling, women and sticky situations.

The excitement acted to ease the monotony of the night
clerk's nights,

and at the end of a shift, Hughie always

had the happy knowledge that he was friends with a real

Manhattan "player." This was Hughie's pipe dream,
enabled by the very confidence he,

in turn, provided Erie.

The healthy mutuality of the relationship,
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fed and

and the fondness

with which it is described, works to' draw the audience even
further in.
With Hughie gone, Erie's confidence has left him. Not

only has he fallen on hard times, "I ain't won a bet at
nothin'

since Hughie was took to the hospital"

(290), but

he now lacks the assurance and poise to weather the dry
spell. After all, Hughie's death not only signifies the end
of a life and friendship, but portends the conclusion of

another: "Without Hughie, Erie falls in a void that is like
death"

(Bogard 426). Thus, when Erie emerges from his

bender to find a new night clerk,

significantly named

Charles Hughes, warming Hughie's old spot behind the front

desk, he cannot help but seek that old, happy community;

From the moment Erie puts his wise-guy act back
together, he is extending an offer of community.. Erie

offers the excitement of his nights, however polished or
imaginary,

in return for validation and companionship.

Likewise, the audience longs to see the pipe dream magic

rekindled, to witness the playful shooting of craps and the
seamless interchange of a bawdy tale. When Erie's passes

are both ignored and misinterpreted, his concern quickly

escalates from annoyance and condescension,
keeping you up, sport"

"Sorry if I'm

(288), and "Jesus, what a dummy!"
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(289), to desperation, "Christ, it's lonely. I wish Hughie
was here"

(298). We find ourselves also wishing Hughie was

around to further enable Erie's humorous wise-guy antics,
and our frustration with the Night Clerk .grows.
As Erie becomes increasingly aware of the clerk's

detachment,

the sad visage of empty, realistic death creeps

into his dialogue: "But Hughie's better off, at that, being

dead. He's got all the luck. He needn't do no worryin'

now." The sentimentality which, at first, only momentarily
crept into his wise-guy act, is now the norm, with mere

flashes of street-wise know-how:

The bigger the story the harder he’d fall.

He

was that kind of sap. He thought gambling was
romantic.

I guess he saw me like a sort of dream

guy, the sort of guy he’d like to be if he could

take a chance.

I guess he lived a sort of double

life listening to me gabbin’ about hittin’ the
high spots. Come to figger it,

I’ll bet he even

cheated on his wife that way, using me and my
dolls.

With the complete decimation of his dream a mere elevator's
trip upward, without any provocation outside the death of
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his good friend and community/ Eri£ lays bare the essence
of his pipe -dream:
Sure,

I’d get to seein' myself like he seen

me. Some nights I’d come back here without a

buck,

and

feeling lower then a snake's belly,

first thing you know I'd be lousy with jack,

bettin'

a grand a race. Oh,

I was wise I was

kiddin' myself. I ain't a sap. But what the hell,
Hughie loved it, and it didn't cost nobody

nothin', and if every guy along Broadway who kids
himself was to drop dead there wouldn't be nobody
left. Ain't it the truth, Charlie? He stares at

the Night Clerk appealingly, forgetting past
rebuffs.

(288-9)

The portrait of a man practically begging another for
companionship is heart-breaking. Harley Hammerman,

in his

2007 essay "Hughie: Robards' Monte Cristo," maintains that
"Erie's grief is as much for himself as it is for
Hughie. Hughie had been his sounding board, his flatterer,
a looking glass that gave him the momentary reflection of

the'big shot he would like to have been"

(12). But even

here, Hammerman does not fully apprehend the depths of

Erie's grief; it not only extends to himself and his dead
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friend, but to the entire pipe dream community, which now,

of course,

includes the audience.

The audience, once more,

is fully implicated in Erie's

struggle for community, and even after discovering the

perhaps dubious nature of the lost friendship, is rooting

for Erie to re-establish his much-needed shield of
illusion. The desperate attempt, that brief moment in The

Iceman Cometh when Hickey accidentally lets slip that he

must have been crazy, that pathetic moment when Hope
clamors at his chance for red’emption,

"And you've been

crazy ever since? Everything you've said and done here"

(Iceman 205), that stunning moment is the entirety of

Hughie. O'Neill quickly secures our sympathies as audience
members, only to begin a slow anguished process of a man

simultaneously losing and realizing he is losing his will

to live.

This appeal to emotion, Aristotle's pathos,

is much

more direct in Hughie than in Iceman. Here, O' Neill's job
as rhetor is to first ensure our involvement, our

identification, with Erie. As the pipe dream community has
already been broken, O'Neill .moves directly to the pain and

realization of the loss and the somber reality it heralds.
Just as Hope and the rest of the Iceman gang appear to lose
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the will to live, Erie Struggles with retreating to his
room,

frantically toying with his room key. The implication

is that the trip upstairs could be his last.

In Erie's disclosure that he has gone in debt to a

number of questionable characters to help purchase a gr.ancj.
floral piece for Hughie's funeral, O'Neill takes his

audience to the depths of sadness. With the only other

member of his pipe dream community dead, Erie goes to the
trouble of purchasing a one hundred dollar horseshoe of

roses as a final send off. Erie's willingness to- put

himself into complete financial jeopardy to honor his
fellow pipe dreamer speaks to the extraordinary depths of
his fondness and sorrow: "Buying the hundred dollar floral

piece for Hughie's funeral has been the fulfilling act of
his life"

(Bogard 426).

It is at this emotional nadir, that

O'Neill presents his audience with a glimpse of hope.
The Night Clerk's thoughts, conveyed in impressively

elaborate stage directions, have,

to this point, been

mostly concerned with the noises of the outside world as an
avenue of ignoring pesky "492." However,

as the external

tumult desists, the Night Clerk, profoundly bored with his
lot in life,, suddenly finds himself interested in this Erie

Smith character. Remembering a fleeting remnant of Erie's
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lengthy diatribe, Hughes concocts a fantasy inhabited by
none other than New York gambling legend, Arnold Rothstein,

and offers it to Erie.
Having uttered nothing more than aloof pleasantries up

until this moment, the Night Clerk feels impelled to
respond to Erie's comments about Hughie,
the racket.

how "he's out of

I mean, the whole godamned racket.

I mean

life." The result is a somber but spurring epiphany in the

Nietzschean vein:

NIGHT CLERK. Kicked out of his dream—with
detached, pleasant acquiescence.

Yes, it is a

goddamned racket when you stop to think,

it,

isn't

492? But we might as well make the best of

it, because—Well, you can't burn it all down,
can you? There's too much steel and stone.

There'd always be something left to start it
going again.

(302)

Amidst Erie's dire preoccupation with his new sorrowful
reality, the scene shifts. When Hughes asks Erie,

quite

earnestly, whether or not he knows Arnold Rothstein, he is
effectively offering his services in the pipe dream
community. Though Erie is, for a moment longer,

ignorant to

his advances, the audience, as newly initiated members of
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this would-be community, is seduced by this chance at

a newly forged barrier of kind lies to keep

resurrection,

out the vagaries of night. On the brink of utter
desperation, Erie finally wises to Hughes' offer, and the
*
r
1
*

result is blissfully pathetic, tragic, and worthy of both

pity and fear:
NIGHT CLERK. Pleadingly. Just a minute, Erie, if

you don't mind.

With awe.

So you're an old

friend of Arnold Rothstein! Would you mind
telling-me if it's really true when Arnold
Rothstein plays poker, one white chip is—a

hundred dollars?

ERIE. Dully exasperated. Say,

for Christ's sake,

what's it to you—? He stops abruptly, staring
probingly at the Clerk.

There is a pause.

Suddenly his face lights up with a saving

revelation. He grins warmly and saunters
confidently back to the desk. Say, Charlie,
why didn't you put me wise before,

you was

interested in gambling? Hell, I got you all

wrong,

Pal.

I been tellin' myself, this guy

ain't like old Hughie. He ain't got no
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sportin' blood. He's just a dope.

Generously.

Now I see you're a right guy. Shake.

(304)

In a moment, both sides find what they are looking

for: Erie has found a willing ear, a believer, and the
Night Clerk who had bitterly reflected,

"Nothing exciting

has happened in any night I've ever lived through"

(295),

finds his excitement. He is remade, renamed "Charlie," the
friend of a friend of the great Arnold Rothstein. And the

moment is happy: something that, among O'Neill's plays,

is

unique to Hughie. In this particular rhetorical climax,
there are no bodies thudding dead on the ground, no
breathless wives or willing trips to the electric chair,

just a little harmless deceit. This twisted,

happy moment,

the resuscitation of the pipe dream, is the arrival vehicle
of O'Neill's catharsis. The audience's happiness with this
descent back into the haze, back into the trickery of the

pipe dream community,

forces the introspection necessary to

evoke pity and fear.

"That man's only sense of life comes through sharing a
vision with another human being" (Bogard 426)

is not such a

tragic conclusion. However, the pathetic undertones with
which O'Neill imbues those sentiments lead to the classical

purgation of pity and fear. Erie Smith, the man whose life
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was apparently devastated by the death of his good friend,
Hughie,

suddenly forgets his bosom buddy,

and forsakes his

good memory for a new chance at complacency:
Like we all gotta go"

"He's gone.

(306). The cutting honesty of the

statement is profound. We, as audience and community
members, again see our lives reflected onstage, and wonder
to what extent we to.o love people just as much as we need

them, just as much as they help us maintain complacency. We

both pity their lowly situation and fear that the same
might be true for us, a cathartic realization actualized by

O'Neill's rhetorical use of the pipe dream. Where we long

to see true happiness, or meaningful change, there is only

"the cycle of mutual and self-deception .

.

. perpetuated,

as Charlie takes Hughie's place and the pipe dream goes on"
(Porter 187).
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CHAPTER THREE

THE FAMILY THAT ijREAMS TOGETHER: A TOUCH
OF THE POET AND LONG DAY'S JOURNEY INTO NIGHT

While the rhetorical workings of The Iceman Cometh and

Hughie both revolve around surrogate families, tight knit
communities of dreamers ’brought together in mutual and

enabling delusion, O'Neill's A Touch of the Poet and Long

Day's Journey Into Night feature actual biological., families
successfully doubling as pipe dream communities. What may,

at first, appear a trifling distinction,

in reality adds a-

significant dimension to an already complex machine. Those

down and out Manhattan dreamers of Iceman and Hughie are
cast out of their families, ostracized from the communities

of their past, and forced to invoke mythic personal

histories all by virtue of their pipe dreams. They
effectively disconnect themselves from life before the
dream. As a result,

their descent into the communal daze of

denial and illusion is never impeded by reality,

in so much

as the community remains entirely unaware of each member's'

past and happily detached from the painful emotions
therein. However, the pipe dream communities of A Touch of

the Poet and Long Day's Journey Into Night,
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are these

neglected biological families, and, thus, represent painful

memories 'for each dreamer, memories that must be
concertedly ignored and denied if the pipe dream daze is topersist. As a result, the communal reverie is comparatively

more fragile as each community member must cope with the
personal harm generated in the perpetuation of the dream.

Nevertheless, the 1 rhetorical framework undergirding these
plays still facilitates a dramatic movement toward
catharsis, a movement spurred by O'Neill's use of the pipe
dream.

A Touch of the Poet opens, in true O'Neill fashion, on

a dilapidated New England tavern, where Jamie Cregan
discusses the illustrious and tragic past of his former
commanding officer, Con Melody. Indeed, the first exchange

between -Cregan and Maloy, the tavern barkeep, is

characterized by the same easy humor that pervades Iceman:
CREGAN. God bless all here—even the barkeep.
MALOY.

With an answering grin. Top o'

the

mornin'.

CREGAN. Top o' me head. He puts his hand to his
head -and groans. Be the saints, there's a
blacksmith at work on it I

MALOY. Small wonder. You'd the divil's own load
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when left at two this mornin'.
CREGAN.

I must have. I don't remember leaving.

(6)
The effect is one of welcoming the audience into the play.
Regardless of the somber depths O'Neill intends to

eventually take his audience, his plays consistently open

with splashes of humor. And for secondary characters like
Cregan and Maloy,

sharing an endearing laugh is all the

audience needs, and all 0'Neill .provides.

The aforementioned distinction in community is also
made clear in the play's first moments as the audience

begins learning Cornelius Melody's true back story before
ever seeing him, or his dream, onstage: "There nivir was a

madder di.vil"
daughter,

(10). This trend continues as Melody's

Sara,

the chief pipe dream dissenter,

and Nora,

Con's faithful wife and ardent dreamer, both appear onstage

before Melody. Through their joined bickering,

it becomes

clear that Con is a man of tremendous pride, most certainly

to a fault. And while O'Neill's eventual task will be to

endear Con Melody to his audience, he appears willing,

in

these opening pages, to shed a negative light on Melody in

an effort to reveal the personalities of the pipe dream

community, hastening our identification with them.
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His goal, for now, is to endear Sara and Nora,

prominent figures in Poet's pipe dream community, to the
audience. To accomplish this, O'Neill presents an

unconditional mutual fondness between the two women. And
while this mother and daughter assume opposing sides in

regards- to Con's pride, an undeniable warmth remains
between them. They are united in love, not only for each

other, but in the spirit of love, finding common ground in

a similar affection for their beaus:
SARA. Maybe I can blarney him to let the bill go
another month.
NORA. Gratefully. Oh, you can. Sure, you can

A

charm a bird out of a tree when you want to.
But I don't like you beggin'

to a Yankee. It's

all right for me but I know how you hate it.
SARA. Puts her arms around her mother—tenderly. I
don't mind at all, if I can save you a bit of

worry that's killing you. She kisses her. I'll
change to my Sunday dress so I can make a good
impression.

NORA.

With a teasing smile. I'm thinkin' it isn't

on Neilan alone you want to make an
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impression. You've changed to your Sunday best
a lot lately.
SARA.

Coquettishly. Aren't you the sly one! Well,

maybe you're right.

(23)

This close family relationship, and indeed, pipe dream

community, with its shared hopes and dreams, communal love
and respect, works to quickly endear these characters to
the audience. Their presence together is a tender one, and
like the embraces they so often share, O'Neill extends this

warmth to his audience, begging them to partake in this

close knit community. The lure is irresistible and secures
our affections for the two. This sets the stage for the

fascinatingly complex Con Melody.
Upon the entrance of his tragic hero, O'Neill explains

to his reader what an accomplished actor might portray
physically about Con Melody, that "his manner is that of a

polished gentleman.

Too much so. He overdoes it and one

soon feels that he is overplaying a role which has become

more real than his real self to him"

(28). Like Erie Smith

slipping into his impeccable wise-guy disguise, Melody's

pipe dream becomes him. It is an act grateful for a willing
audience, but, unlike Erie's, manageable without one: "his

illusion is his life"

(Bogard 396).
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Con enters from a night of restless sleep, evidently
still feeling the effects of his nightly drinking. Without

the consistent lubrication of his gentleman's whisky, he

does not appear to be the grandiose, prideful man described
by the members of the community. But the liquor acts

quickly, and Con's dream, this disguise of nobility,
engulfs him before the eyes of the audience:

MELODY. His expression changes.

.

.He looks away

and grabs the decanter. Despite his trembling
hand he manages to pour a drink and get it to

his mouth and drain it.

Then he sinks back in

his chair and stares at the table, waiting for
the liquor to take effect. After a pause he
sighs with relief.

I confess I needed that as

medicine. I begin to feel more myself. He
pours another big drink and this time his hand

is steadier, and he downs it without much
difficultly. He smacks his lips. By the

Immortal,

I may have sunk to keeping an inn

but at least I've a conscience in my trade. I

keep liquor a gentleman can drink.

(30-1)

Melody fancies himself the "Hero of Talavera," handsome and

formidable, the Duke of Wellington's battle-tested champion

and a gentleman by birth, unjustly cast out of his Rightful
place in society by the cruel hand of fate. He takes refuge

in the verse of Lord Byron, and validates his lowly
existence as a mere innkeeper thusly:
of them"

"Among them, but not

(36). This pervasive condescension defines him ang

steers even his relationships with daughter and wife.
Unlike O'Neill's other tragic figures, those who

quickly identify with and endear themselves to an audience,

Melody enters a monster, a man apparently devoid of lasting
goodness. He is frequently tormented by opposing urges of

tenderness and disgust, and is always careful to undercut
any suggestion of kindness with unyielding cruelty,

especially in his dealings with his wife:
MELODY. Deeply moved, puts his arm around her.

You're a sweet, kind woman, Nora—too kind. He

kisses her.
NORA.

With blissful happiness. Ah, Con darlin',

what ,do I care what you say when the black

thoughts are on you? Sure,

don't I know I love

you?

MELODY. A sudden revulsion of feeling convulses
his face. He burst out with disgust, pushing

her away from him. For God's sake, why don't
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you wash your hair? It turns my stomach with

its stink ’Of onions and steW!

He reaches for

the decanter and shakingly pours a drink. Nora
looks as if he has struck her.

(35)

The effect is to repulse audiences from Melody,

further

hastening heartfelt identification with -Sara and her

struggle to break him of his dream.
Melody, however, is unique among O'Neill's pipe
dreamers,

steadfast in his dream and capable in its

defense. As a result, he is acutely aware of Sara's

constant advances on his delusion, and is careful to greet
his daughter with excessive kindness,

anxious of the threat

she poses to his dream when agitated.

Whereas O'Neill's audiences often find themselves

apprehensive, even fearful, at the prospect of the pipe
dream dissolving, the communal pipe dream, as it is

introduced in A Touch of the Poet, is distinctive. The
communities in Iceman and Hughie are epitomized by their

harmless ease; the dreamers happily coexist, and it is this
communal fantasy, its inviting, soporific daze, that lulls
audiences into emotional submission and identification.
Conversely,

the community highlighted in A Touch of the

Poet appears to torment its members, especially where Nora
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and Sara, two characters we have closely identified with,

are concerned. Thus, the audience finds themselves,
least in the first moments of the play,

at

actively rooting

against the pipe dream community, pulling for Sara to break

down Con's seemingly harmful charade. Sara is her father's
daughter, however, and her angered attacks embody the same

Melody cruelty:

SARA. God help you,

it must be a wonderful thing

to live in a fairy tale world where only
dreams are real to you.

Then sharply. But you

needn't waste your dreams worrying about my
affairs. I'll thank you not to interfere.

Attend to your drinking and leave me alone. He
gives no indication that he has heard a word

she has said. She stares at him and a look
almost of fear come into her eyes.

She bursts

out with bitter exasperation in which there is

a strong undercurrent on entreaty.

Father!

Will you never let yourself wake up—not even

now when you're sober, or nearly? Is it stark
mad you've gone, so you can't tell any more
what's dead and a lie, and what's the living

truth?
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MELODY. His face is -convulsed by a spasm of pain'

as if something vital had been stabbed in him—

with a cry of tortured appeal. Sara! But
instantly his pain is transformed into rage.

He half rises from his chair threateningly. Be
quiet, damn you! How dare you—!

(42)

The honest helpfulness that empowers Hickey's attempts
to break the pipe* dream is absent from Sara's efforts. She
is not seeking peace, but a respite for herself and her

mother, and, if possible,

a painful and life-altering

awakening for her father. Hickey's attempts to disassemble
the dream are patient and calculated, but Sara's most
effective advances are the result of wrathful, frustration

with her father. The effect is complicated and profound.
Not only does O'Neill secure our identification with Nora
and .Sara through Con's cruel behavior, but he is beginning,
to secure our sympathies for Con himself through Sara's

pitiless assault. We are simultaneously repuls.ed by Con and
drawn to him.

The harsh truth inflicts on Con a very real pain,

momentarily stripping him of his defenses and provoking the

guttural cry. Witnessing this anguish on Melody's face—the
chink in his cruel, magnificent, armor exposed—has a
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powerful' effect oh the audience and works to endear' him to
us. His wounded appeal functions as a "reminder of the
shielding necessity of the dream and impels our reluctant

.sympathy. The audience, as a result,,

finds themselves

conflicted as to where their allegiances lie, but Con, Nora
F

and Sara, the main players in Poet's pipe dream community,'
belong to- the same communal dream,

and to be taken with one

is to be enveloped by all, successfully initiated into the
pipe dream.
Despite the crippling blow Sara lands to’ Con's dream,

and the impassioned, tragic plea that results, O'Neill is

hardly ready to see his tragedy through to catharsis, and
so he immediately undercuts this dire severity with almost

slapstick humor: "The street door is flung open and DAN

ROCHE, PADDY 0'DOWD,

and PATCH RILEY attempt to pile in

together and get jammed for a moment in 'the doorway"

(43) .

The rag tag group" of farmers functions not only to

alleviate the 'heavy gloom that surrounds the familial
skirmish, but to empower, once again, Con's' dream:
MELODY.

Into the bar, all -of you, where you

belong!

I told you not to use this entrance!

With disdainful tolerance. I suppose it's a
free drink you're after. Well, no one can say
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of me thaf i turned aWay anybne I knew thirsty

from my doer/' (45)

’''

■ The audience is drawn to Melody's complexity,

regardless, of his monstrous tendencies, and is less

scandalized by his verbal assaults after seeing his dream •

momentarily’battered by his daughter's advances. When Sara'
makes her closing barb-to Con, causing a visible "spasm of
pain" in her father's, face

(45), we squirm along with him

and begin to’mistrust her motives. Masterfully, O'NCill'
orchestrates■a swift emotional turn in his audience, and in
so doing, secures bur membership‘in this pipe-dream family:

we are made aware of each member's flaws and' sympathize

with them nonetheless, quite like,an actual family. After
all,

it certainly appears that Nora is content living in

the haze of this haughty illusion, even as Act I closes/dn

her solitary sobbing. Her grief appears to mirror Con's., a
prideful, guiltless sorrow, as unavoidable as fate itself:

"don't take ‘the pride of my love from me .

.

.

for without

. b

J

it what am I at all but ah ugly, fat woman gettin' old and
sick"

(21). Their Relationship only subtly suggests the

emotional reciprocity’we have come-.to expect from the pipe
dream community, ‘‘but it does exist:

It is Melody's

birthrighf and station In life as an officer and gentleman
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to demean- those infeiridr to him, and Nora must endure this
treatment if she is to believe that she, herself a mere

peasant, has married a truly great and noble gentleman like,

the "Here- of Talavera.,"
Act III opens on the "Hero of Talavera" in all his-

glory, celebrating,, with all the members of his pipe dream
community,

the anniversary of his great victory. The scene,

■no doubt resembles the opening of Iceman, with the group
engaged in joyous carousing, singing songs and telling,

tales of old. For'Cori, the bar represents the one safe
haveri for his dream, and in this particular moment,

Melody" i's at his most impressive. Iceman,

"Major

the group

engaged in joyous ..carousing, singing songs and telling
tales of oTd. 'For Corr, the bar represents the one safe
haven for his dream, and in this particular- moment, ."Major

Melody" is at his most impressive., .Seeing Cton unopposed in
his- element, his dream in full swing and to the detriment
of nd other onstage, draws the audience even closer to

O'-Neill's :tra.gic hero. We' lap up his Tsplendor and self
assuredness as do the other drunken members of' the

community,

listening, attentively to,-his delightfully

passionate battle reenactment, -complete with knife and fork
dragoons:

Sara, however, looms in the background' of the
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festivities and provides the same ominous presence Hickey

.does in Iceman's birthday celebration.'■ Even Jamie Cregan, a

recent initiate into the pipe dream community,

senses what

harm might befall Con at the hands of his own daughter. She

possesses both the motivation and means to weaken the

numbing’ effects of his dream, arid Cregan hesitates to leaj/e.
the two alone: "Now, Sara, be aisy"
Sara, however,

(86).

is anything but easy in her treatment

of Con and is ferocious in her attacks on his dream. Unlike

Hickey,

she desires painful retribution for her father's

actions and does.not pretend to have her father's best

interests at heart: "AU I pray to God is that someday when
you're admiring yourself in the mirror something will make
you see at last what you really are! That will be revenge
in full for all you've done to Mother and me"

(87). Melody,

however, is also unlike the pipe dreamers of Harry Hope's
saloon,

and he. defends his dream with unbridled cruelty

when pushed too far. The resulting storm of mutual abuse
pits both identified parties against each other, in effect
impelling the audience's further involvement.

In this way,

Poet is .unique: the audience is asked to sympathize with

the disrupting agent. Hickey and.Hughie,

for their own

separate reasons, are detached'from the pipe dream
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communities- they -disrupt,

and rarely evoke sympathy from.

b;f
i
the, audi.encei in their ‘pursuit of the dream.

Sara, however,,

is still implicated in the dream, and often, conflicted as
she may. be,

finds ’herself occasionally slipping into the

comfortable,, hypnotic mode,

MELODY,

if only for a guilty moment:

I would remind him that you, my daughter,

were born in a castle!

SARA.

Impulsively, with a proud toss of her head.

Well, that's no more than the truth.

Then'

furious with herself .and him. Qchl What crazy

blather! She springs to her feet. I've had

enough of your dreams!
But as. tortured as' she is herself,

(93)
and as tortured as she

makes her father,- she cannot hope to wholly break his
dream.

Although he is clearly pained by his daughter's
dissension and dreads the moment, she does fully extract

herself from the pipe dream community, his reverie is too
powerfully, and painstakingly reinforced. Not only does his

thoroughbred mare, an unwitting pipe dream accomplice,

function to buttress his dream, but .Melody is able to

muster the revitalizing confidence of community from his
own grand reflection. It is,

in fact, his own impressive
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likeness; dressed to the hilt in his army Best, that rouses

him from the guilty darkness Sara’abandons him in. His-

mustering of strength, while not entirely pitiful, does
provoke in the. audience further - compassion, the same

endearing; tragic emotions felt [for the lonesome/Erie
Smith.

Con.is,

at times, a cruel monster; that much is

certain. But the fleeting'glimpses we catch of him without
his dream are far more wounding than whatever pain he
inflicts upon Nora and Sara. O'Neill has executed a

masterful reversal in the span of forty pages and has
secured the. audience's full identification with Cornelius

Melody. His solitary, self-assuring recitations are heart

breaking :
MELODY-. There are things I said which I regret
even now. He waits, hoping for a word of
forgiveness . Finally, he glances over his

shoulder. As he discovers she is not there and

has not heard him, for a second he crumbles-,
his soldierly erectness sags and his face
falls. He looks sad and hopeless and bitter

and old', his eyes wandering dully. But, as in
the two. preceding acts, the mirror attracts
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him, and'as he moves from the-bar■door to

stail'd before it he assumes his arrogant,

Byronic pose again. He repeats.in each detail

his pantomime before the mirror. He speaks
proudly. Myself to the bitter end. No

weakening, so help me God!

(97.)

The audience, however, strongly suspects that Con's actual
"self" differs greatly from this proud act. He no longer
appears to us frightful and formidable, but lowly and

scared*. The pipe dream, this grandiose persona, the "Hero

of Talavera," is but his last and best defense. We are' no
longer repulsed by his weaknesses but drawn to them in an
almost watchful manner, dreadfully$awaiting the moment they

betray him. O'Neill, however, is not yet ready to bring
Con's dream crashing down around him and, quite to the
contrary, presents his audience with one last haughty show
of power.

■ Sara is in. love with a young gentleman who has taken
residence on Melody's land. The young man,
comes1 fr.om a prosperous family,

Simon Harford,

and when their family

■lawye’r comes to call on Melody, he figures the business at

hand‘is the settling of the wedding dowry. When this

lawyer, one’’ Nicholas Gadsby,

condescends to correct Melody,
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instead offering a substantial sum of money in hopes of

ending the relationship,

his prideful rage is piqued.

For a

moment, we see Melody fortified again, his dream not

weakened in -the face of adversity, but redoubled. After
all, Gadsby is not a member of Poet's pipe dream community

and has no influence on the intensity of Con's dream; he

cannot bring Con to, reality. Con is once again formidable
and impressive,

and pitted against a common enemy-,

the pipe

dream community is healed and Sara rejoins the fold:

GADSBY.

Watching him uneasily, attempts a

reasonable, persuasive tone. Surely you could

not have spoken seriously when you talked of

marriage. There is such a difference in

station. The idea is preposterous. If you knew
Mr. Harford, you would realize he would never
countenance—
MELODY. His pent-up rage bursts out—smashing his

fist on the table. .Know him? By the- Immortal

God,

I'll him soon! And he'll know me! He

springs to his feet. But first, you Yankee
scum,

I'll deal with you! He draws back his

fist to smash Gadsby in the face, but Sara has

run from the door at right and she grabs his
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arm. Sheris almost as furious'as he is and
there are tears of humiliated pride in her

eyes.
SARA. Father!

Don't! He's only a paid lackey.

Where is your pride that you'd dirty your
hands on the like of him.
MELODY.

Controls himself—his voice shaking. You

are right, Sara. It would be beneath me to

touch such a vile, lickspittle. But he worit
get off scot-free.

(102)

When faced with this pugnacious Yankee superiority,
the audience is drawn even closer to the Melody family pipe

dream. We detest Gadsby's self-important insinuation,

and

identify with Con and Sara .and their collective desire to
combat his arrogance. Whereas O'Neill presents Us with the

pipe dream community happily assembled in the first moments

of both Iceman and Hughie, the audience must wait until the
end of Act IV to see Poet's community unified,

and the

eventual effect is profound.
The foremost moment in O'Neill's rhetorical scheme is

this identification with the entire community, and,

at the

end of the play, he finally secures this communal sympathy..
The confusions and complexities associated with these
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conflicting pipe dreamer's subside;‘ and we wholeheartedly
commit to the protection or the Melody family dream.’it

takes this.common enemy, a shared adversity, to reunite
Sara and ‘Con-in the .dream, but, orice they do 'connect.,

the

audience wholly identifies with their fears and protective

shield of illusion. Though they still throw harmful insult's
at each other,

such insults are the spawn of shared

frustration, and their true animosity is directed at the
elder ’Harford. It is at this point, with our sympathies
secured,

that O'Neill can progress toward his rhetorical’

plimax and the resulting catharsis.
Melody and Cregan set off hastily for Harford manor
intent on bloody retribution, and' in his absence, the
audience is treated tc the depths and parameters of -Nora's
delusion.. Faced with the possibility of Con's death,-Nora

is honest with her -own dream but reveals nothing the

audience., could not have earlier inferred, both about
herself—"he always prates as if he had all the honor there*

is, but I've mine -too, as proud as-his"

(116)—and Con: "His

pride, indade I What- is it., but a lie? What's in his veins,
God pity him, but the 'blood of a thievin'

who kept a; dirty shebeen"

auld -Ned Melody

(115/. The scene acts more to
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heighten the anticipation of Con's return "chan anything

else,
'

’

•

His eventual homecoming is a wretched one, his

brilliant uniform torn and tattered, his handsome face

grotesquely beaten; he appears markedly different. Cregan

shares that they have been in. a fierce brawl not only with
the Harford family servants but the local ppl'iqe brigade as
well. Even more alarming, ■ perhaps,

than Con's appearance,

as evidenced by the community's reaction,

is his adamant

refusal of liquor:

SARA. Gives'her father a puzzled, uneasy glance.

He won't ?

NORA.

Gets the decanter .and a glass and hands

them to Cregan. Here. Try and make him.

(128)

Bloodied by mere servants and country police, without

the enabling booze, without the sight of his barely aged,
hapdsome face and perfectly kept uniform, Con's dream is
severely jeopardized:
MELODY.

In a jeering mutter to himself. Like a

r.umPsoaked trooper, brawling befcxre a brothel
on -a Saturday night, .puking in the gutter!

SARA. Strickenly. Don'tT Father!
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'This- self-lcathing' 'is new, rot. Con Melody;

it simply

does.not mesh with-his pipe dream persona, and its sudden
-emergence frightens both Nora and Sara. In an instant, Con

is offstage and out the door with his dueling pistols,,
summoning, desperate fear in his-pipe dream community:

NORA.
'

For the love av God, stop him,

Jamie!

CREGAN. Drunkenly belligerent. Be Christ,

I'll

stop him for you, Nora, pistols, or no pistols 1
SARA.

Stands tensely—bursts out with a strange

triumphant, pride. Then he's not beaten!

(136)

Their collective agony heightens our own anticipation, and

concern for Melody and the dissolving pipe dream community.
The audience clings with the rest cf the dreamers to the
last fleeting remnants of the illusion, hoping that somehow

the -Major will appear onstage with his bravado and red coat

intact. What we receive, instead,

is O'Neill'-s dramatic

climax in the form of a booming, isolated pistol shot.

Just as Hickey finds himself shooting his wife out of

hopeless necessity, Melody can no longer bear to look at
his prized thoroughbred mare and judges himself unworthy of
her noble bfood and unconditional love. Con kills his horse

for the same reasons‘Hickey kills Evelyn, because he does
not deserve her, because she is the last innocent dreamer
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in. a corrupt community, ’aha because he. cannot live with the
guilt .of disappointing her. In f$ct,

the major cannot live

at all;'- not now; ,
MELODY. Blessed Christ,

the look in- her eyes by

the lantern light’ with,life ebbing, out of

them—wondering and sad, but still trustful,
not reproaching me—with no fear in ‘ them—proud,,
understanding pride—loving me—she.saw I was

dying with her. She understood! She forgave
me! He starts to- sob but wrenches himself out

of it and speaks' in broad, jeering brogue.
Begorra, if that wasn't the mad Major's’ghost
speakin'’! But be damned to him, he won't haunt

me long, if I know it!

(142)

Nora is.bewildered by Con's new guise, and Sara is equally
enraged at this dramatic shift in personality,

her characteristic anger toward him,
playing "a game"

directing

accusing him of

(142). But the game he is playing is no

more crazy chan the game he has played all his life.
Con,- slipping in and out of this new dialect, testing

new pipe dream waters, is heart-breaking. He is becoming
O'Neill's own Tom 0'Bedlam before our eyes. But this is
still O'Neill's dramatic universe, and no man can remain
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apart; Melody needs a community. Nora's pipe dream has only
ever consisted of prideful'■ love for a’great man and, bathed

in‘this, newfound affection from her husband,
dream to join Con in his, provided,

she amends her

of course,

that no

husband of hers ever debases himself by tending bar or

.refusing her devoted services. Sara, however,

for all her

unyielding attacks on her father's pride, cannot join him
in this new dream and is despondent and desperate in its *

wake:

"Please, Oh,'Father, I can't bear—

yourself again"

Won't you be

(147)?

’ Faced 'with the harsh prospects of reality, Melody has

suddenly become keenly aware of .the Irish community that
has surrounded him- for years, and decides to trade in his
"Hero 'of Talavera" mantle in the ■ aftermath of this epic

street brawl with Yankee servants and corrupt policemen.
Too long has he disagreed with his kin and country folk

over matters of station and politics, too long has he beenan obsolete hero and too long has he ignored this clamoring
pipe dream community in waiting. Melody can forge himself

anew in the fires of this brawl. The Major's dreary Byronic

solitude has become too painful to effectively shield him
from the outside world, and he happily accepts the

welcoming masses: "Be God,

I'm alive and in the crowd they
81

can .deem .me one av such! I'll be among thim and av thim,
too—and make up for the lonely dog's life the Major led me"

.(147) .

The transition,

for a moment., seems genuine, almost

happy. But even as Melody desperately clings to this new
■dream, he cannot ignore his daughter, who very apparently
will not' join him in h-is new dream. When'she blames he'rself

,for the breakdown of the pipe dream community, offering
even to abandon, her newly minted engagement to Simon

Harford,, her sorrow proves too much for Con. Her despair
pierces through to the unprotected man underneath. The
result is O'Neill's rhetorical climax:

SARA. Rushes to him and grabs his arm. No!
won't let you!

It's my pride,

stammers. Listen! Forgive me,

too!

I

She

Father'!

I know

it/s my - fault—always sneering and insulting
you—but I only meant the lies in it. The

truth—Talavera—the Duke praising your bravery—

an officer in hi's- army—even the ladies in
•Spain—deep down that's been my pride, £oo—that

I was -vour daughter. So don't—I'll do anything

you ask—I-'ll even tell Simon—that after his
father's insults to you—I'm proud to marry a
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MELODY. Has been'-visibly crumbling as he' listens

until he appears to have no character left in
1 *
which to hide and defend himself. He cries

wildly and despairingly, as if he saw bis last
hope of escape >suddenly cut off. Sar.ai. For the

love of God, stop—let me go— !

(150;

This -pathetic cacophony, Sara- desiring the comforting,
protective pride she had taken for granted, pitifully
‘jhourning her past dealings and offering her own happiness
as sacrifice, Nota finding a way tc let her oid dreams- die

and be reborn in Con's new persona,

and Con himself,

desperately grasping at this new shield of illusion,, brings

the audience to profound, unprecedented emotional depths.

With the pipe -dream community in lowly, wretched
transition, Con's painful gasp for security successfully

detaches us from the-pipe dream community. O'Neill .presents

him to us on a scalding platter. For one excruciating

moment, he. is a man without hope, without a pipe dream.
The distance O'Neill affo'rds-. his audience is enough

for reflection. Con is certainly.worthy of our sincerest
pity and fear, and we are persua’de.d to contemplate

ourselves as reflected onstage,, hpw we all might alter our
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-preservation, regardless of our

Surely, Con's (dream will ostracize Sara from

his life, and we pity this sad reality,

even in the name of

the greater good. Though we are relieved for Con and do not
judge his rapid retreat into the new dream, we,

like Sara,

cannot go with him. We are moved to understand his

desperate "need of a mask"' (Bogard 398) and fear the bleak
Nietzschean’reality that has demanded it.
While other scholars have noted that O'Neill makes

use of the pipe dream as a "central theme" in plays like A

Touch of'the Poet (Robinson 326),, their analyses fail to
recognize the prominent role the dream plays in the final

actualization of catharsis, O'Neill's ultimate tragic goal.

Others too have, primarily concerned themselves with the

apparent melodrama of Con's charade,

like Michael Manheim,

failing to note the rhetorical effect his disguise, and its

eventual destruction, have on the audience. The rhetorical
implications of the dream, how they impel sympathy arid

facilitate identification, provide a greater understanding

of O'Neill's "transcendent" abilities

(Manheim 1982).

In The Iceman Cometh and Hughie, O'Neill presents the
flourishing pipe dream community only to weaken and

eventually destroy it. In A 'Touch of the Poet,
84

however,
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■Q'N.eiTl spends the majority of the play weakening Melody's

pipe dream, only to very Briefly‘present the community^ ;as 'a
contented whole. Thi-s final breaking of the pipe dream, is
all the more tragic in that the destruction immediately
follows this communal rebirth. And while the journeys of

these.three plays differ, they are all impelled by.expert,
rhetorical use of the pipe dream.

. Then, of course, there is the j-ourney: O'Neill's

masterwork, "the best play in our more than two centuries*/
as a nation"* (Bloom viii), Long Day's Journey Into Night.
According to Travis Bogard,
autobiographer,

a leading O'Neill

"Long Day's Journey into Night< was the play

[O'Neill] had been trying to write from the outset of his

career; its achievement was his raison d'etre as an artist"
(■427). The play, itself has '.been'analysed1 and written about
more often than the- rest of his canon combined. However,

the text has rarely been discussed meaningfully in perms of
the -pipe dream, and like most of O'Neill's work,

Journey .

begs for rhetorical analysis.
• '

Like . The Iceman Cometh,

Long- Day's Journey into -Night"

opens amidst easy and happy contentment. James and Mary

Tyrone quickly establish an atmosphere of genuine affection
and lovingly tease about trivial things, Mary's few extra
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-■pounds 'and -Ty rone '■ s <p.6o;b bu s ine.s s»ens e

O'Neill is .cafef.ul

■To .plant seeds that foresnadow conflict in Tyrone

frustration with his sons and Mary's recent sleepless
■nights, butane is -even more careful to undercuty.each Tense
.■moment with- alluring - fondness, easing the audience* along-1 in
this critical identification process. Anxiety always gives
way to love in these- early minutes:

MARY.

With"sudden tenseness. You really mustn't

watch me all the time, James.

I mean, it makes

me self-conscious.
TYRONE. Putting a hand over one of her- nervously

playing ones. Now, now, Mary. That's your

imagination. If ’I've watched you it was. to
-admire how fat and beautiful you looked.
Their closeness is evident in both speech and action,
impelled by 0'Neill's copious stage directions,

(17)
as

and the

loving bond they so evidently share works to quickly endear
them to the audience. This emotional draw actively invites
the audience into their family, and thus, the pipe dream

Community.

When their sens, Jamie and Edmund,

enter the scene,

this pervading sense of family warmth is heightened, as the

boys interject further humor and love. The ribbing they
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afford tifexr father, despite his'-feigned indignation,, is *
clearly in good fun,* and dbe stage directions provided

ensure that each remark is taken humorously by his
audience!

This communal warmth comes to a flourish’ over an
amusing story, the pipe dream community gathered around the

.living room-couch and coffee table, ' united in go'Qdmatured'
laughter.

EDMUND.

(A) nd he'd be damned if he'd stand for a

Standard Oil thief trespassing.

So would

Harker kindly remove his dirty feet from the
premises before he sicked the dog on him. And
Harker did! He and Jamie laughi

MARY. Shocked but giggling. Heavens, -what a
terrible tongue that man has!

TYRONE. Admiringly before he thinks. The damned*
old scoundrel. You can't beat "him!

then stops abruptly and scowls,

He laughs—

The dirty

blackguard! He'11 get me in serious trouble
yet.

I hope you told him I'd be mad as hell—

EDMUND. I told him you'd* be tickled to death 'over

the great Irish victory, and so you are. .Stop
faking, Papa.
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TYRONE. Weli? I'm nqt tickled to death.

MARY.

tea singly'; ''You are,- too, James. You're

simply delighted!

(25.)

With this’ tantalizing tableau, the seemingly- perfect family
lovingly displayed, O'Neill is extending an offer of

unconditional community to his audience, an invitation to
‘join these four, so obviously bonded in love, so undeniably
fond of each other. This family atmosphere appears to us.

healthy,.affectionate, and most importantly,

safe. The

safety of this family unit, similar to the sleepy safety of
Harry Hope's pipe dream saloon, is-what draws us in. We

admire their close- family unit and, because, of our desire
to join their ranks,

find ourselves "substantially one"

with each of them.
Once O'Neill has secured our sympathy .and concern for
the Tyrones, he can present the parameters of the communal

pipe dream. The first jarringly insightful note surrounds
Edmund's health, and Mary's nervously hasty attempts to
steer the conversation in a different direction,

coupled

with her family's collective rush to console her, betray

some hidden secret. They appear .determined to sustain this
bliss in the presence of their wife and mother, buttressing

her with compliments, but they cannot ignore the threat
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Mary'-s actions pose tofthe pipe dream community when she
.

departs:

TYRONE. You're a fine lunkhead!

Haven't you any

sense? The one ■ thing -to avoid is 'saving
anything that would get her more upset over'

Edmund.
JAMIE.

Shrugging his shoulders. All right. Have

it your way. I think it's the wrong idea to
let Mama go on kidding herself. It will only
make the shock worse when she has to face it.
Anyway, you can see she's deliberately fooling

herself with that summer cold talk.
better.

She knows

(30)

Jamie and Tyrone argue rather fiercely, but retreat

whenever their advances truly sting, and thus maintain, for
the moment, the air of safety. While cruel in- their
treatment of each other, their concern for ’Edmund's health
and Mary's well-being is sincere. They both realize how

smoothly, their family unit has functioned since Edmund has
been home and fin good healthand they fear a bleak
diagnosis will destroy their communal happiness. What

O'Neill appears to be suggesting to' his audience is that

8'9

r ‘ JA
This communal. happiness^' is actually.their collective pipe

dream, .'an aTl-enconipassin/j. illusion of normality:
TYRONE. His voice grows- husky and trembles a
little. It's been heaven to me-. This Tiom£ -has

been a home again. But I needn't tell you
Jamie. :His son looks at him, for the first
time, with an understanding sympathy. It is as

if suddenly a deep-bond of common feeling

existed between them in which their '
antagonisms could be forgotten-.

JAMIE. Almost gently. I've felt the same way,
Papa.

(37)

In this masterful passage, not only is O'Neill further
heightening the suspense of Mary's dark "secret" but
simultaneously reassuring his audience of the 'overwhelming
love this family has for each other,

even in Tyrone .and

Jamie, who are constantly at each other's throat.

These reassuring glimpses are critical if O'Neill is

to arrive at. his 'targeted- rhetorical goal. He must ■
constantly balance stark fear and"pain with warmth and
reassurance, especially in light of the tragic, .depths to
which he will soon take his audience. The two preceding

exchanges embody this balancing act, as the characters move
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-in'and due of frustration and love with relative(ease. As

there exists no prolonged-’* period of j'by as in Iceman, or
steady, recollection of the same,/.as in Hughie,- O'Neill must

.provide these constant reminders of the loving’"family that,
so quickly seduced- us; This rhetorical tight-rope walk is

paramount in O'Neill efforts “to1 continue driving-us"further

into de’spair- and toward catharsis, all the while
maintaining our affections for these characters.

Their collective fear is this: Edmund's probable

consumption,

coupled with Mary'-s self-imposed guilt and

responsibility for’ its inevitable emergence/ will drive.’her

.back" to morphine,, in effect, destroying the communal pipe,
dream arid their family happiness. With this"harsh,

threatening- reality imminent, they’ turn on each other. This

movement to discord is never swifter than in Journey, ’and
the characteristic frustration of this uncomfortable

■period, seen in -each’of the plays here analyzed,

is never

more complex. This pipe dream community, after all,

is a

biological family, with a great capacity for love and hate.
There are few secret's among a family this troubled and

close, ‘and they respond as we might expect a family to
respond—they blame each other:

’

TYRONE.

I'm not blaming her.
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JAMIE. Bitdin^ly. Then whc are you ■blaming?
Edmund/ for being born?/
TYRONE. You damned fool! No one is to blame.
JAMIE. That bastard doctor was I From what Mama's
said, he was another cheap quack like Hardy!

You wouldn't pay for a first rate—
Furiously. So I'm to blame!

TYRONE. That's a lie!

That's, what you're driving at,

is it? You

evil-minded loafer!

JAMIE. Warningly as he hears his other in the

dining room. Ssh!

(40.)

O'Neill soon reveals that their worst fears are

justified. Despite Edmund's childlike ignorance, and Mary's
blatant denial, Jamie wants nothing to do with the dream he

now thinks contaminated. Mary's mounting guilt over

Edmund's sickness,' compounded by her family's suspicious

glances, drives her upstairs alone. When she returns for
lunch, she appears withdrawn and aloof. Upon sight of her,

Jamie's hopes are smashed.

It takes Tyrone but a moment

longer.
MARY. Oh,

I'm so sick and tired of pretending

this is a home! You won't help me! You won't
put yourself out the least bit! You don't know
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one! You never have wanted one—never sincfe the
day we were married! You should have remained
a ba ch a lor and lived in second-rate hotels and
entertained your friends in barrooms."

She adds

strangely, as if she were now talking aloud to
herself rather than to Tyrone. Then nothing
would ever have happened.

They stare at her.

Tyrene' knows now. He suddenly looks a tired,
bitterly sad old man. Edmund glances at his

father and sees that he knows.

(7.0)

4With both Uamie and Tyrone designed to the harsh

truth, Edmund has no choice but to follow suit. Mary's
actions simply become too ridiculous and erratic to be
unaided bv the -morphine. The persistent, unified love that

had empowered this illusion of normality cannot overcome a
breach of decorum so'egregious. ‘Mary, in effect,

forgets

the company line. She forsakes the family pipe dream in

favor of a Selfish, medicated new one. While the family's
steady love for Mary -might well continue, her love for them

is utterly compromised and she'becomes increasingly

detached. The threat of Edmund's ^probable tuberculosisbecomes too painful and Burdensome for Mary to weather^ arid
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she escapes reality' -fd maintain her safe-guarding ■.denial.

Up until this moment, medicated or otherwise,

she has

purported to be adamantly opposed to the possibility of

E'dmurid having- tuberculosis, but when confronted with

Edmund's -empty whiskey glassP she lapses: ■
•‘■MARY. Why is that glass there? Did you take a

drink? Orb how can you be such a fool? Don't
you know it's the'worst thing?

At once confronted with the grim 'reality of the situation,
she too. turns to the-blame -game:
MARY. She' turns on Tyrene. You're to blame

James. How could.you let him? Do you want to

kill him? Don't you remember my father? He
wouldn't stop after he was stricken. He-said

doctors were fools! .-He thought,

like you, that

whisky is a good tonic!
But? alas, .the pain of this reality,

and her guilty

implication in it, proves too much:
MARY. A look of terror comes into her eyes and

she stammers.' But, of course,

there's no

comparison at all. I don't know why I—Forgive

me scolding you, James. One small drink won't
hurt Edmund.* It mi-ght be good for him,
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if it

gives him ’an appetite.

She pats .Edmund's- cheek

playfully, the strange detachment again in her

manner.

(70)

This, histrionic slipping, in and out of her newly
forged,

dr.ug-induced pipe-dream consciousness is nearly

impossible for her,-old community,

audience included,

to

witness.. What follows for Mary is the slow dissolution 'info

madness;;>the painful deterioration of the old pipe dream
awaifs the rest of the Tyrones.
'The'second scene in Act II mirrors the opening of the

play,., with the family trickling into the common .area from
lunch.- This <ime, however, the Tyrones appear despairing

and defeated,

and,, instead of gathering around the family

co.uch and coffee table, slink off to separate corners of'
the room. Like the angry and confrontational atmosphere

that follows Hickey's initial entrance and attack on the
dream, the Tyrones comprise an agitated,

forlorn bunch.

O'Neill's audience feels similarly cheated, as he has
offered -them this picturesque warmth only to snatch it back

an Act later. -Hope is deflating from this Tyrone family

pipe dream, and the cutting blame game goes on.
What the audience suffers through in the next two acts

is a "dream of pain" (Bogard 433). The Tyrone men are left
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to sweep-tip the ashes of the. still smoldering pipe dream,

with no hope of repair.;^We lea'rn each mah'.s implication in
* < 1

1

the current sadness': <h‘o,w Tyrone's stinginess caused him to

leave his wife in the care of a morphine-slinging,

hotel

doctor; how Edmund-'s-birth started Mary on dope in the

first place; how Jamie purposefully acted as a bad

influence on Edmund; how Tyrone never bought his wife the

house'-she desired; how Mary left a sick child at home to
die; how-Jamie resented Edmund, and so on.2

Accordingly, remarkably, he is able to endear these
culpable wretches to us.-Despite these stunning and

accusatory revelations, these men still show their undying
love for Mary and each other:

EDMUND. I was only kidding,

Papa.

He puts his ..arm

around his father impulsively and gives him an
affectionate hug. I'm very grateful. Honest,

Papa.
TYRONE.

lad.

Touched, returns his hug. You're welcome,

(93)

But .where Mary's newly re-^forged addiction is

concerned, love is simply not enough. As the circumstances
surrounding Edmund's health irrefutably change, the pipe
dream community fails to -offer Mary sufficient protection.

She counters this momentarily with simple denial, both of
r ,

Edmund's sickness, ' "a touch of grippe is nothing" . (1031,
■ and her .-drug use,

"What are you talking about? What

drugstore?.What prescription?"

(105),

but in her rare

.moments.of lucidity, she realizes her family will not

validate these harmful delusions. Mary distances .herself
from both her family and the audience,

and -while we* do

sympathize with her desire to remain blissfully unaware, we

cannot condone the•means to which she has resorted. She
seeks, a deeper dream, one for which she' knows no community
will be available. She therefore turns to a lubricant more

blinding than whisky.and more powerful than love.
Act III finds Mary far removed from the realities of
this arduous*August evening. Edmund's fated tuberculosis

has had such a profound and destructive emotional effect on

Mary.she must journey back to a time predating adulthood in
order-to escape her heavy burden of grief. As this innocent
time knows no James Tyrone, her pipe-dream community of

old, her own family,

is utterly excluded from her dream and

life.- They 'can no longer support and protect her from the

outside world. She therefore needs the morphinic stupor as
replacement. This lonely, dreamlike existence,
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and the
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agony it demands of Her1family, propel 0'Neill7 s‘play to

completion and catharsis.' ,
The tragic events leading up to O'Neill's rhetorical

climax', the'classical catharsis, unfold like a prolonged,

terminal disease; Although the audience is afforded moments *

of humot and tenderness, moments they cling to amidst such
pronounced despair, they are like deathbed remembrances,
and can only temporarily stave off the grim reality. For

each tender embrace and friendly-wink, O'Neill provides an
equally crippling blow. In what is perhaps his earliest’
dramatic climax, nearing the end of Act III, O'Neill Sees

fit to expose Mary to reality one last time—the pain
becomes too unbearable and overcomes even her morphine-

induced stupor. The result is heart-breaking but does not
represent the play's catharsis. On the contrary, this
outcry, pained and truthful, brings us closer to Mary than

ever before. Never is she more human or deserving of our/
sympathy; never do we more closely identify with her:

TYRONE. Where's Edmund?
MARY.

With a vague far-away air. He went out.

Perhaps he's going uptown to find Jamie. He

still has some money left,

I suppose,

arid it's

burning a hole in his pocket. He said he
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;4 V
• sv?
didn't want-any dinner. He doesn't seem to
have any appetite these’days.

But it's just a summer cold.

Then stubbornly.

Tyrone stares, .at

her and shakes his'head helplessly.and pours

himself a big drink and drinks it.

Suddenly it

is too much- for her and she breaks out 'and'

sobs.- Oh, James,

I'm-so frightened!

She gets

up and throws her arms around him and- hide's
her face on his shoulder—sobbingly. I know

he's going to die!

(124)

Regrettably, this is Mary's curtain call. When she
returns,

she will be -entirely unrecognizable and will bring

-O'Neill's catharsis clumsily down-the stairs with her. T-he
majority of Act IV is a waiting game. Edmund and Tyrone
play a distracted game of Casino, insult each other,

console each other, try their best, to cheer each other up.,

buf inescapably re-trirh to dismal points of conversation-:
"We dop.'t seem able to avoid unpleasant topics, do we"

(140). Jamie's drunker, homecoming makes matters no better,
and the sounds of their wife and mother stumbling around

upstairs reduces them, once again, to the blame game. They
rage and forgive as they have done throughout the duration

of the play, but there is no life in any of it. This
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battered pipe dream community' is all but spent and running

on fumes. We,

along with Tyrone,

Jamie and Edmund, await

execution, almost praying for the moment of disconnection,
the cathartic- blow, to release our constrained emotions of
pity' and'fear. Alas,

the communal pipe dream is nothing

more than "things-are OK," but ft is, nonetheless, entirely

unavailable to- them.
The Tyrone men, the exhausted remnants of our defeated'

pipe dream community,

freeze in horror as Mary descends the

•stairs. She is a stranger to the'community of old, audience
included.

She wears pigtails, and* her wedding dress drags

on the floor behind her. Aided by another dose of morphine,
,she has escaped entirely into an alternate reality, a new

pipe dream bordering on lunacy, her family rendered
unrecognizable in the haze. Like Sara in A Touch of the

Poet-, the new dream discards -the Tyrone men, and they are

unable to follow Mary into her past. Unlike Con Melody's
reformed dream, Mary's morphinic daze offers no meaningful

protection from the outside world; it has only removed her
irreparably from the rehabilitating support of community.
O'Neill's dramatic canon', at least until Long Day's

Journey -into Night, appears to.be urging hisr audience to- a

cold,. Nietzschean reality, the postmodern realization that
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truth simply does not’exist. Nevertheless,'he always
' 2* 1

provides the hollow, pathetic .solace*of the pipe dream,
available even to harmless drunks and arrogant bastards.

And yet, the.Tyrone- men receive no such restoration,

however lowly. They are left, unmistakably,

to reality.

While O'Neill does do his audience the favor of detaching
them from Mary's crazed dream,- the identification with

these Tyrone- men, the audience's■connection to this

lifeless pipe-dream community, is not yet broken. The men,
.instead, have been macle spectators,

like us,

implicated but

helpless.

Tn keeping with the slow agony of Long Day's Journey
into Night, O'Neill never deals the swift cathartic blow
his audiences have come to expect from plays like Iceman,

Hughie and A Touch of the Poet. The separation he does

facilitate, comes at a bloodletting pace. We are suspended
in that Tyrone living room until, mercifully,. Mary goes
quiet:

MARY. That was in the winter of senior year. ‘Then

in the spring something happened to me. Yes, I
remember. I fell in love with James Tyrone‘and

was so happy for a time. She stares before her
in a sad dream.

Tyrone sits in his chair.
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Edmund and Jamie remain motionless t (.179)
Xi' ’’s'
f1
■ When these -two realities, the delusional past and

heartrending present,

somfehow meet again in the depths of

Mary's hallucination, the audience can quietly escape-.
Eerily, -the'.family is united, but the community is

shattered .irreparably. The lasting silence prompts closure:
in, a draining,, .cathartic moment, we recognize ourselves,

.our families, reflected onstage.

O'Neill.has often persuaded us to pity the dreamer and
fear the dream, but in Long Day's Journey into Night, his
audience is left praying for a pipe dream. Under O'Neill's

cruel direction, w.e have ’become the object of our own pity.
It is a successful dramatist who can persuade his audience

to feel pity and fear,' but a masterful rhetor who can
persuade an audience to pity and fear themselves.
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CHAPTER 4
" 1 r

-

o

A PLAYWRIGHT REDISCOVERED

In a brief "Comment and Response" piece from a 1976

issue of College English,

Frank D. Ross, criticizing a

colleague's. Rhetoric syllabus, suggested that O'Neill's
Long Day's Journey into Night would make an ideal text for
rhetorical analysis per Kenneth Burke's Rhetoric of

Motives. While Richard L. Harp, the abovementioned

colleague, takes umbrage with much of the critical assault,

he never responds to Ross' suggestion to consider Journey,
and., unfortunately, no further' case was made for- O'Neill as
rhetor.- The fleeting, .unconsummated notion expressed in
this exchange represents the modest moment of conception

for the line of analysis implemented in this thesis. Only
now, twenty-two years removed from this inauspicious
beginning,

is Eugene O'Neill receiving his well-deserved

due. as rhetor.
O'Neill is a playwright whose works have been

meaningfully discussed as often as any other 20th century

writer.

In spite of this voluminous commentary,

however,

few critics have written about rhetorical aspects of his

drama.. O'Neill's art .has long been considered-by his
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’detractors! as "simple," wanting the more precise and

1
•* I
• *
eloquent diction of other‘American classic^,

"The.Scarlet Letter and Moby Dick"

works like

(Bloom viiij . Even

Harold Bloom, the critic oddly selected to produce the

forewords ;-for the most recent Yale versions of O'Neill's
masterworks,

The Iceman Cometh and Long Day's Journey into

Night, implies that, "nd major dramatist -has ever been so
lacking in rhetorical exuberance"

(viii). Bloom's

euphemistic assertion belies an archaic understanding.of

"rhetoric, " a fact attested to four pages later in the same
foreWord:

"One cannot deny the’power of the mimetic aft of

Long Day's Journey into Night. No dramatist to this day,
among us.has matched O'Neill in depicting the nightmare

realities .that afflict American life,
the twentieth century Western world"

indeed family life in
(xii).

It is clear

'that Bloom's idea of "rhetoric" more closely resembles

"eloquence",as opposed to the ^ubiquitous, persuasive act
Aristotle'originally imagined, the same act critics Bender

..and JJellbery more recently reconceprualized as "always

(and) already" pervasive in .our culture
1990) .

(Rhetoricality

■

Bloom praises O'Neill's ability to present audiences
with an insightfully realistic portrait of modern life,
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what he' calls a '“'mimetic" achievement. However, the
-.A
. t
rhetorical parameters; ’Supplementing it hot supplanting
-

' I

Aristotle's'goal of persuasion, that Burke sets forth in

his Rhetoric, of Motives concerning identification,

"A is

not; identical with his- colleague,. B. But insofar as their

interests are joined, A is identified with <B" ,(20), speak

to the rhetorical qualities of O'Neill's genius. O'Neill,
with -great force, presents his audience with characters,

environments and difficulties they can sympathize with, and

in so doing,

secures their emotional commitment. One of

O'Neill's greatest dramatic gifts is this ability to

establish community between his characters and his
audience.-,

especially when this community is forged by the

pipe dream,

itself "communitarian in nature"

(Porter 178).

This deliberate identification process is of tremendous and

complex rhetorical’ significance.

The other popular criticism O'Neill's work has often
endured is the assertion that his plays too closely

resemble "primitive melodrama3"

(Falb 397). Perhaps a small

number of his earlier works do fall deserving victim^ to
this dismissive judgment, but his later plays, and

certainly those discussed in this thesis, belong resolutely
to tragecly.

In fact, O'Neill's unequalled ability to.evoke
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-from .h'ls’'audience a -desired‘emotional state, most
/recurrently r*pity ahd/fe'ar, may have, played a significant
role in provokingRsuch critiques. Francis .Fergusson, a

' . prominent'theatre critic during O'Neill's rise.,.tc> fame,

complained that "O'Neill's fundamental feeling for the
stage was not 'that of an artist, -but of the meledramatist;

the seeker after sensational effect"

144)

(Sallies of the Mind

’-While O'Neill certainly seeks a profound emotional

response from his audience, his later works- in no way
succumb'to the limitations of melodrama: they observe both

the laws' of cause and effect and do not emphasize plot or

action -over characterization.

Instead, his plays rely

heavily on characterization in' the creation of pipe dream
communities.
O'Neill,* for his time, simply demanded more of the

stage’ than other American dramatists, and the emotional
results he reaped from audiences were as equally

unprecedented. This "sensational effect" was not the

product o’f generic melodramatic manipulation,, but the
result-of a-painstaking rhetorical strategy described in
this thesis. At -the-time of his "melodramatist" jab,

Francis Fergusson and his contemporaries predated the

modem renaissance of rhetoric, and understandably lacked/

the. knowledge and vocabulary needed to assess- and describe

the rhetorical processes O'Neill was implementing; it is no

wonder they struggled to classify his work. To.lazily
maintain,''however, that O'Neill lacks "rhetoricaT
exuberance,,/' is to do a great playwright an-even greater

injustice.
Iam certain that O'Neill's strong penchant for
rhetoric reveals itself in other,

earlier works. Two

obvious examples, A Moon for the Misbegotten and More

Stately Mansions, plays written at nearly the same time as
the four analyzed in this thesis, would lend themse.lves to

a similar rhetorical approach, as guided by the pipe dream.

It is my belief that this inquiry could extend back at
least fifteen years in 0'Neill-'s career,

counting Ah!

Wilderness, Mourning becomes Electra, Days Without End,
among others as those that rely heavily on the pipe dream

to, realize catharsis.

<

Bogard offers that "O'Neill managed to produce the
greatest plays of American dramatic literature, and, in the
world theatre of the- first half ..of the twentieth century,

can be compared only to 'Chekov, Shaw,

Pirandello and

Brecht, .all of whom wrote with more intricacy, wit and

.style that O'Neill, but never with more deep-rooted

1Q7

involvement"

(xiii). This involvement,

this intense

sympathetic understanding, is key.- The unstable world

Nietzsche depicts in his "On Truth and Lying in a Nonmoral
Sense," with its vagaries and ambiguities, is the same

world in which Hickey,- Erie, Con and Mary exist. These
tragic, believable,

suggests,

realistic characters do,

"allow■themselves to be lied to"

as Nietzsche

(142); they

even, pathetically, possess "an unconquerable urge to let
themselves be deceived...as if enchanted with happiness

(151). Their suffering transpires in a world "where
transcendence is totally unavailable"

(Bloom vii); each one

of them represents humanity at its absolute worst. But,

remarkably, O'Neill does not condescend. He does not judge.
He dops,

however, present us with a world frighteningly

like our own, populated by men and women we very clearly
recognize and, along the lines of Burke,

like O'Neill himself,

identify with. We,

find ourselves involved: initiated

members of the pipe dream community,

active participants in

the drama. He persuades us to care for them, to have faith
in them, to dream with them; and they break our hearts.

When the dreamers of Harry Hope's saloon slink back
into their drunken reverie, when Erie Smith and Charles
Hughes embark on their first game of craps, when Con Melody
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struts into a bar of welcoming Irish immigrants, and when

the Tyrone, family finally goes silent we find ourselves at
O'Neill's tragic and rhetorical destination.: we pity their
reality,

and fear that ours is no different.
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Interestingly enough;. O'-Neill did g.iye-very detailed stage
'M
‘. 3
directions' to ensure the proper presentation of his plays,

even acutely determining a narrow spectrum of
interpretation and performance: "Performance becomes in the
late plays an element of characterization and theme,

.totally incorporated into the context of the play,

(so that

most)--contemporary actors can play the'role" -(Bogard

xviii).
2 Too many scholars have put undue importance on the

ramifications o-f this blame game. Lawrence Dugan,

for one,,

actually finds himself debating, as a result of these
endless accusations, which characters are "good" and "bad"

(Authority 386), a clarification that sheds no light oh
O'Neill's' dramatic framework. Stephen Black,

author of

"O'Neill's Dramatic Process," is also distracted by.the
Tyrone blame game 'and. seeks to. find a significant dramatic
movement in their hurtful allegations, eventually remarking

that our "identification, empathy and sympathy" for these

characters are the result of O'Neill's "intuitive powers"

(60). He even goes so far as to dismiss "rhetoric" from
O'Neill's dramatic equation altogether. Amusingly enough,

what Black mistakes for intuitive is rhetorical: O-'Neill
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continues t.c secure c-ur "identification,

empathy and

sympathy" for the Tyrone family .in. deliberate, pointed
reminders .of community.

3 Other popular criticisms of O'"Neill's melodramatic
tendencies include Geddes'

The Melodramadness of Eugene

O'Neill and Woodbridge*’s Beyond Melodrama. It should be

noted -that these were published before the play four plays
analyzed in this thesis were written.
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